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LICENSING REGULATORY COMMITTEE
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A G E N D A
PART ONE

1.  Urgent Items

To note any items which the Chairman considers to be of an urgent 
nature. 

2.  Delegations

To receive notice from Members who may wish to move any 
delegated matter non-delegated and which will be decided by a 
majority of Members present and voting at the meeting.

3.  Admission of Public and Press

To consider whether the public and press should be excluded from 
the meeting during consideration of any of the items on the agenda.
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respect of items on this Agenda. 
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interests or other registrable interests which have not already been 
declared in the Council’s Register of Interests.  (It is a criminal 
offence not to declare a disclosable pecuniary interest either in the 
Register or at the meeting).

Members may however, also decide, in the interests of clarity and 
transparency, to declare at this point in the meeting, any such 
disclosable pecuniary interests which they have already declared in 
the Register,  as well as any other registrable or other interests.  

5.  Apologies for Absence/Attendance of Substitute Members.  



6.  Confirmation of Minutes

To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 3rd October, 2019.
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LICENSING REGULATORY COMMITTEE

Meeting: Thursday 3rd October, 2019
at 2.00 pm. (Drawing Room)

PRESENT:- Councillors Callister (Chairman), Assouad, Barlow, Biggins, Hall, R. 
McClure, W. McClure, McEwan, McLeavy, Maddox and Wall.

Officers Present:- Graham Barker (Public Protection Manager), Ivor Churcher 
(Commercial Team Leader), Katherine Benson (Licensing Officer), Jon Huck 
(Monitoring Officer) and Sharron Rushton (Democratic Services Officer).

Legal Representative:- Paul O’Donnell (Local Authority Retained Solicitor).

18 – Apologies for Absence/Attendance of Substitute Members

An apology for absence was received from Councillor Gawne. Councillor W. McClure 
substituted for Councillor Gawne for this meeting only.

19 – Minutes

The Minutes of the meeting held on 5th September, 2019 were taken as read and 
confirmed.

20 – Hackney Carriage Fare Review

The Licensing Officer reported that Section 65 of the Local Government 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 (the Act) provided that a District Council may fix 
the rates or fares within the district as well for time and distance, and all other 
charges in connection with the hire of a vehicle or with the arrangements for the hire 
of a vehicle, to be paid in respect of the hire of hackney carriages by means of a 
table (a table of fares) made or varied in accordance with the provisions of this 
section. This section applied only to Hackney Carriage vehicles. 

If the Council decided to vary the rates or fares, it must place a notice in a local 
newspaper. This must set out the table of fares and specify a period of at least 14 
days in which objections to the table of fares or variation could be made. In addition, 
a copy must be made available for inspection at the Council’s offices for the same 
period. 

If no objections were made to the table of fares or variation within the period 
specified in the notice or if all objections were withdrawn, the table of fares comes 
into operation on the date specified in the notice or the date of withdrawal of the 
objection or, if more than one objection was received, the date of the last objection 
was withdrawn, whichever date was the later. 

If objections were received and not withdrawn, the Council must consider those 
objections and specify a date, not later than two months after the date specified in 
the notice, on which the table of fares shall come into force, with or without 
modifications as decided by the Committee. 
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At its meeting on 21st June, 2012, the Licensing Committee, approved an increase 
in the Hackney Carriage Fare and resolved that these fares would be reviewed 
annually. Historically, this review had been instigated by the Hackney Carriage trade 
however a review had not taken place since 2016. Following the 2016 review, 
Members resolved the following at a Licensing Committee meeting on 21st July 
2016:-

a) That the methodology used to determine any future increase in Hackney 
Carriage fares be approved; and

b) That no increase in tariff for 2016/17 be agreed. 

The reasons for the decision were reproduced in the report for Members’ 
information.

At a Taxi Liaison meeting held on 18th March, 2019 the Reporting Officer assured 
the Hackney Carriage representatives that a review of the Hackney Carriage Fares 
(Tariff), would take place this year.

The new methodology, which was approved by Licensing Committee on 21st July, 
2016, calculated the real costs of running a Hackney Carriage and compared that to 
the national average. This was then used to determine any percentage increase.

The retail price index (RPI) in relation to transport costs and wages was used to 
demonstrate how much owning and running a vehicle had gone up / down (known as 
the variance), since the last review in 2016. The following cost areas would be 
reviewed individually, and used to calculate a % increase/decrease:- 

The costs of:

 Purchase of Vehicle;
 Vehicle Maintenance;
 Petrol & Oil;
 Tax & Insurance;
 Wages; and
 Licensing Fees Cost

On 22nd July, 2019 all hackney carriage vehicle proprietors and drivers (172 in total) 
were sent a letter informing them about the review and requesting their views on 
whether they supported an increase, and the weighting that they would apply to each 
of the above costs, i.e. how important or significant, the trade thought the costs in 
each of the areas affected them. 

Copies of the consultation letters returned were attached as and appendix to the 
report.

In total, five letters were returned, all supporting a fare increase.
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Two further responses were received which were reproduced in the Officer’s report. 
These included the representation by Furness Taxi Trade Association and feedback 
from a new Private Hire Operator, UBARO.

Following responses received, an average of the weightings put forward by the trade 
were applied to each of the cost areas.

The overall increase in costs, since the last review, associated with running a 
Hackney Carriage was 16.17%. A table showing the individually calculated variances 
and percentage increase was attached as an appendix to the report.

This increase equated to approximately £0.40 on the starting price (Flag on the 
Normal Tariff) raising it to £2.80. This would automatically increase the starting price 
for:-

T2 (hiring’s begun between midnight and 7.00 a.m.) to £4.20 and 
T3 (hiring’s on all bank holidays, Christmas Eve and New Years Eve) to £5.60.

On 12th August, 2019, the findings of the review were fed back to those who had 
responded to the review, via email. Of the responses that were received, none were 
in support of the tariff being increased. The Secretary of the Furness Taxi Trade 
replied on 12th August, 2019 and the response was reproduced in the report.

The Furness Taxi Trade Association represented the views of both the hackney 
carriage and private hire trade. Members would need to consider that the fares were 
in relation to hackney carriages only, and some of the trade responses would be 
formed with influence from those who represented hackney and private hire.

It was not known the exact split of hackney and private hire drivers within the 
Association; however the Association had recently stated that it represented 
approximately 126 drivers in total.

It was not known what proportion of the 71 drivers who voted to postpone the review 
were from the hackney carriage trade, however the Furness Taxi Trade Association 
had estimated it was around 80%. The split of the vote was also not known. 

The Council currently had a total of 283 licensed drivers. In terms of driver licence 
holders, 96 were hackney only, 120 private hire only and 53 who held both a 
hackney and private hire licence (known as a dual licence). There was also an 
additional 14 who held separate private hire and hackney licences as dual licences 
were not available at the time of applying.

It was understood the Furness Taxi Trade Association had recently reached an 
agreement with some local Private Hire Operators to match the hackney rates. This 
was something that the Council could not support or be in agreement with, as fares 
charged by Private Hire Operators, for private hire vehicles, were not regulated by 
the Council.
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The current Table of Fares was:-

Normal Fare (7am until midnight)
If the distance does not exceed 805 metres (5/10 mile) for the whole distance £2.40
If the distance exceeds 805 metres (5/10 mile) for each subsequent 161 metres
(1/10 of a mile) or uncompleted part £0.20
Waiting time – for each 30 seconds £0.10

For hirings begun between midnight and 7.00 a.m.
If the distance does not exceed 805 metres (5/10 mile) for the whole distance £3.60
If the distance exceeds 805 metres (5/10 mile) for each subsequent 161
metres (1/10 of a mile) or uncompleted part £0.30
Waiting time – for each 30 seconds £0.15

For hirings on all bank holidays, Christmas Eve and New Years Eve
If the distance does not exceed 805 metres (5/10 mile) for the whole distance £4.80
If the distance exceeds 805 metres (5/10 mile) for each subsequent 161 metres
(1/10 of a mile) or uncompleted part £0.40
Waiting time for each 30 seconds £0.20

Soiling charge - £10 outside/maximum £100 inside
Payment of estimate may be required as deposit at start of journey
Extra charge of £0.20 per person over two people.

For direct comparison the table below showed the fares for neighbouring Councils 
and the National average. Barrow Borough Council fares were comparable with the 
average of its neighbours and National Average for a 2 mile journey during the day. 

Fares as at 
August 2019 

T1 @ 2 miles 
(£) 

South Lakes DC 6.40 
National Average 5.92 
Carlisle City 5.80 
Local Area Average 5.60 
Lancaster City 5.60 
Eden DC 5.50 
Allerdale BC 5.45 
Barrow BC 5.44 
Copeland BC 5.00 

The previous increase in 2012 saw a rise of 21.4% on the 1 mile fare and 17.4% on 
the 2 mile fare. 

Section 65 of the 1976 Act provided that Councils may also fix other charges with the 
connection of hiring a vehicle. For example, the Council currently caps a soiling 
charge at £100.

During the consultation, a request was received from a new Private Hire Operator, 
UBARO, to authorise a booking fee to be charged in relation to the hiring of a 
vehicle.
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Although hackney carriages could work on the rank or be hailed in the street, a high 
number of hackneys in the Borough worked for a Private Hire Operator.

UBARO intended to be an app based operator and all bookings and hirings from 
their customers would be through the app. UBARO would like to charge customers a 
booking fee for using the app, however this was currently not authorised by the 
Council in the table of fares. 

Many other Councils had included provision for a booking fee in their table of fares, 
Lancaster City Council being the nearest neighbouring authority.

At the Taxi Working Group held on 9th August, 2019, including a booking fee being 
included in the table of fares was discussed and minuted as:  “The majority agreed 
that introducing booking fees would be beneficial to them as drivers.  This let to a 
discussion on other Council fees like Lancaster.  It was discussed around the 
meeting that £3.50 was an idea but it hadn’t yet been discussed within the trade..”

Any booking fee was a maximum and the proprietor/operator had discretion as to 
whether they wished to charge it.

Members would be required to instruct Officers to publish a Notice of Variation in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 65 of the Local Government 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 if they agreed a booking fee should be included 
within the table of fares.

A member of the taxi trade had requested, via the Chair, to address the Committee.  

A member of the taxi trade addressed the Committee.

It was moved by Councillor McEwan and seconded by Councillor Hall to make no 
change to the Table of Fares, but for a review to take place annually.

RESOLVED:- It was unanimously agreed to make no change to the Table of Fares, 
but for a review to take place annually.

21 – Licensing Delegated Decisions (August 2019)

The Public Protection Manager reported that at its meeting on 5th September, 2019, 
Members requested a monthly report of the Public Protection Managers delegated 
decisions made under Part 3(2), Section I of the Constitution, Scheme of 
Delegations to Officers with regard to the Council’s Licensing functions.

A summary of the delegated decisions made between 1st August, 2019 and 5th 
September, 2019 including those already reviewed by the Assistant Director 
(Regeneration and Built Environment), Principal Legal Officer and the Chair of 
Licensing Regulatory Committee was summarised in the report.

RESOLVED:- To note the report.

The meeting closed at 2.42 pm.
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  Part 1

LICENSING REGULATORY COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting: 7th November 2019

Reporting Officer:    Licensing Officer

(D)

Title: Addition of a booking fee to the Table of Fares

Summary and Conclusions: Section 65 of the Local Government 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 provides that a district council may fix 
the rates or fares within the district as well for time and distance, and all other 
charges in connection with the hire of a vehicle or with the arrangements for 
the hire of a vehicle, to be paid in respect of the hire of hackney carriages by 
means of a table (a “table of fares”) made or varied in accordance with the 
provisions of this section.

This report asks members to reconsider the addition of a booking fee to the 
table of fares discussed at the meeting on 3 October, based on the up to date 
information as presented in this report.

Recommendations: 
(1) Members are asked to determine whether the table of fares should be 
updated to include the provision of a booking fee, and if so the amount to be 
determined.

(2) If a booking fee is agreed to instruct Officers to publish a Notice of 
variation in accordance with the provisions of Section 65 of the Local 
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, to allow for a booking fee 
to be included within the table of fares.

Report

1. Introduction

1.1 Section 65 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1976 (“the Act”) provides that a district council may fix the rates or fares 
within the district as well for time and distance, and all other charges in 
connection with the hire of a vehicle or with the arrangements for the hire 
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of a vehicle, to be paid in respect of the hire of hackney carriages by 
means of a table (a “table of fares”) made or varied in accordance with 
the provisions of this section. This section applies only to Hackney 
Carriage vehicles. 

1.2 Members resolved at Licensing Regulatory Committee on 3rd October 
2019: 

Committee decision:

a) To make no change to the Table of Fares, but for a review to 
take place annually.

Reasons for decision:

 The Committee were not convinced that many of the trade wanted to 
introduce a booking fee

 The Committee felt that introducing a booking fee and increasing the 
cost of using hackney carriages was contrary to the public interest of 
maintaining affordable fares

 The Committee felt that the introduction of a booking fee would, in 
particular, have an adverse impact on some of the most vulnerable 
residents in the town who were reliant on taxis; the town has high 
levels of deprivation which remained a concern to the Committee

Reasons for not adopting other available options:

The Committee accepted that the Hackney Carriage Drivers knew their 
trade and the introduction of a booking fee would have a detrimental 
impact on the trade.
The Committee therefore agreed that there were no reasons to adopt 
other available options.

1.3 There were representations made to the Council on the booking fee after 
the report had been published which require further consideration by 
members. The update from the Furness Taxi Trade Association had also 
not been reflected and there was a member of the trade who wished to 
speak at the previous Licensing Regulatory Committee. Any requests to 
speak are at the discretion of the Chair. A copy of the minutes from the 
meeting on 3rd October 2019 is attached at Appendix 1. 
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2.      Procedure

2.1 If the Council decides to vary the table of fares, it must place a notice in 
a local newspaper. This must set out the table of fares and specify a 
period of at least 14 days in which objections to the table of fares or 
variation can be made. In addition, a copy must be made available for 
inspection at the Council’s offices for the same period. 

2.2 If no objections are made to the table of fares or variation within the 
period specified in the notice or if all objections are withdrawn, the table 
of fares comes into operation on the date specified in the notice or the 
date of withdrawal of the objection or, if more than one objection is 
received, the date of the last objection was withdrawn, whichever date is 
the later. 

2.3  If objections are received and not withdrawn, the Council must consider 
those objections and specify a date, not later than two months after the 
date specified in the notice, on which the table of fares shall come into 
force, with or without modifications as decided by the Committee. 

3. Representations

3.1 Members will be aware that on 22nd July 2019 all hackney carriage 
drivers and hackney vehicle owners (172 in total) were sent a 
consultation letter about the Hackney Carriage Fare Review.

3.2 During the consultation for the Hackney Carriage Fare Review which 
members voted on at Licensing Regulatory Committee on 3rd October 
2019, feedback was received from a new Private Hire Operator, 
UBARO, on 5th August 2019:

I’m writing to request that a booking fee is added into the table of fares 
when they are under review for Hackney’s.

Having looked at a number of other areas across the country, Barrow BC 
are the only authority that do not seem to have the requested booking 
fee currently in operation.

Lancaster, for example are one of the aforementioned areas an below is 
a screenshot of their fare card that outlines their Booking Fee and 
conditions:
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Having liaised with you and Graham on several occasions regarding the 
set-up of our new company UBARO, we are reliant on this booking fee 
coming into operation as soon as possible so that our planned financial 
model can be followed. Initially this was not an issue, but as a result of 
the vast majority of standard firms moving in-line with rank-rate, we can 
now only match that rate rather than exceed it which is a key issue for 
us.

We will be launched within the next seven days as it is, but we will be 
running at a loss to comply with the current rules and offer our real USP.

3.3 Following this review, the Council has been in receipt of 4 further 
representations specifically about the booking fee. The additional 
representations are attached at Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5 and copied 
below:

Representation 1 has been received from a Hackney Carriage Driver:

Just a quick one from me :-) I totally object to the booking fee as it’s 
going to be more different rates causing even more confusion !!
Us taxi drivers want a level playing field this does not help in that case!
I am sorry I know this is not what you want to hear but I will be 
suggesting to the committee and the drivers at the meeting Monday we 
should strongly object to this !!!

Representation 2 has been received from Furness Taxi Trade 
Association:

Dear all 

On Monday 30th September the Furness taxi trade held a trade meeting. 
During the meeting we took a vote to decide if the trade was in favour or 
against the LRC allowing a booking fee. 

I am writing to inform you the vote was decided in Favour of a booking 
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fee. 

Please be reminded that the trade have previously voted against the 
rank rate rise. 

Regards 
The committee

Representation 3 has been received from a Private Hire Operator:

Following up on yesterdays conversation. The driver trade votes heavily 
in favour of allowing the booking fee last night so that's good news. 

Just thought I would give you a heads up and let you know the taxi trade 
are in heavy support of it, around 85-90% voted for it. 

Representation 4 has been received from a Private Hire Operator:

regarding booking fees, I would like to say my piece against booking 
fees on the 7th November. ..this is a big decision that will effect the trade 
massively so I feel I must get time to speak about it as I have not been 
invited to the meeting .thus far

A representation was also made at Licensing Regulatory Committee on 
3rd October 2019 which has been recorded as:

A member of the Taxi Trade was given three minutes to address the 
Committee and made the following comments:

Drivers know what makes taxi’s a good experience
Need to work in Partnership with the Authority
The trade, as whole, had not voted on introducing a booking fee 
and many probably didn’t know it was being discussed.  Views 
which had been received were disproportionate
Requested not to introduce a booking fee
A booking fee would have a negative impact on the trade
Fares had already increased recently

3.4 The Furness Taxi Trade Association represents the views of both the 
hackney carriage and private hire trade. Members will need to consider 
that the fares are in relation to hackney carriages only, and some of the 
trade response will be formed with influence from those who represent 
both hackney and private hire.
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It is not known the exact split of hackney and private hire drivers within 
the Association; however the Association have recently stated that it 
represents approximately 126 drivers in total.

3.5 For members information, the Council currently have a total of 283 
licensed drivers. In terms of driver licence holders, 96 are hackney only, 
120 private hire only and 53 who hold both a hackney and private hire 
licence (known as a dual licence). There is also an additional 14 who 
hold separate private hire and hackney licences (as dual wasn’t 
available at the time of applying).

3.6 Whilst the Council does not currently have a general public participation 
scheme for ordinary meetings of the licensing committee, any public 
participation will be subject to the following criteria: 

(i) When the Licensing Committee or Licensing Regulatory 
Committee is considering a matter of policy or other general 
licensing matters, any persons who wish to make 
representations may be allowed to do so at the Chair's 
discretion. If the Chair consents, any such representations would 
be time limited to three minutes for individuals and five minutes 
for an organisation / association within a maximum 30 minute 
time slot. 

(ii) People wishing to make a representation under paragraph (i) 
above, should make a request to do so, in writing to the Public 
Protection Manager, at least 2 working days before the 
Committee meeting. 

(iii) After making their representation to the Committee it will be at 
the Chair’s discretion whether they are questioned or whether 
they can ask questions of  Members or Officers.  

(iv) If a number of people wish to make similar representations, a 
spokesperson should be appointed and that individual be given 
five minutes time to present their representation. 

4. Table of Fares

For Members information our current Table of Fares is given below:
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Normal Fare (7am until midnight)
If the distance does not exceed 805 metres (5/10 mile) for the whole distance £2.40
If the distance exceeds 805 metres (5/10 mile) for each subsequent 161 metres
(1/10 of a mile) or uncompleted part £0.20
Waiting time – for each 30 seconds £0.10

For hirings begun between midnight and 7.00 a.m.
If the distance does not exceed 805 metres (5/10 mile) for the whole distance £3.60
If the distance exceeds 805 metres (5/10 mile) for each subsequent 161
metres (1/10 of a mile) or uncompleted part £0.30
Waiting time – for each 30 seconds £0.15

For hirings on all bank holidays, Christmas Eve and New Years Eve
If the distance does not exceed 805 metres (5/10 mile) for the whole distance £4.80
If the distance exceeds 805 metres (5/10 mile) for each subsequent 161 metres
(1/10 of a mile) or uncompleted part £0.40
Waiting time for each 30 seconds £0.20

Soiling charge - £10 outside/maximum £100 inside
Payment of estimate may be required as deposit at start of journey
Extra charge of £0.20 per person over two people.

5. Officers Report

5.1 Section 65 of the 1976 Act provides that Council’s may also fix other 
charges with the connection of hiring a vehicle. For example, the 
Council currently caps a soiling charge at £100.

5.2 During the consultation, a request was received from a new Private 
Hire Operator, UBARO, to authorise a booking fee to be charged in 
relation to the hiring of a hackney carriage vehicle.

5.3 Feedback from the Trade suggests the majority are in support of a 
booking fee.

5.4 It is in the public interest for consumers to have choice and different 
options available when ordering a taxi. There is no compelling 
evidence that introducing a choice of booking mechanisms would 
adversely affect the interests of the travelling public or affect levels of 
service.

5.5 Operators have discretion whether to charge a booking fee. It is likely 
some Operators will not charge the booking fee even if the table of 
fares allows for it. Some operators currently offer competitive fares 
even though they are permitted to charge more.
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5.6 Although hackney carriages can work on the rank or be hailed in the 
street, a high number of hackneys in the Borough work for a Private 
Hire Operator.

5.7 The Council has no power to regulate fares that Private Hire Operators 
charge for the dispatch of private hire vehicles. Therefore if they 
wanted to charge a booking fee for the dispatch of private hire vehicles, 
this would not need to be authorised by the Council.

5.8 UBARO intends to be an app based operator and all bookings and 
hirings from their customers will be through the app. UBARO would like 
to charge customers a booking fee for using the app, however this is 
currently not authorised by the Council in the table of fares. 

5.9 Many other Councils have included provision for a booking fee in their 
table of fares, Lancaster City Council being the nearest neighbouring 
authority.

5.10 At the Taxi Working Group held on 9th August 2019, including a 
booking fee being included in the table of fares was discussed and 
minuted as:

The majority agreed that introducing booking fees would be 
beneficial to them as drivers.  This led to a discussion on other 
council fees like Lancaster.  It was discussed around the meeting 
that £3.50 was an idea but it hadn’t yet been discussed within the 
trade.

A copy of the minutes from this meeting are attached at Appendix 6.

5.11 For members information, any booking fee is a maximum and the 
proprietor/operator has discretion as to whether they wish to charge it. 
Members also have discretion as to what the maximum booking fee is 
set at.

5.12 Members will be required to instruct officers to publish a NOTICE of 
variation in accordance with the provisions of Section 65 of the Local 
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 if they agree a 
booking fee should be included within the table of fares. Members of the 
public will be consulted and any objections received will have to be 
considered by Licensing Regulatory Committee members.
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6. Options

The options available to Members are;

a) Update the table of fares to include the provision of a booking fee, 
capped at an amount determined by members. To also instruct 
Officers to publish a NOTICE of variation in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 65 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1976. 
The proposed booking fee conditions are:
a) the Hackney Carriage is booked in advance; and

b) (i) The customer shall be told the cost of the booking fee when 
the booking is made and the amount should be recorded; 
and

(ii) The customer shall be told that the booking fee is in addition 
to the fare for the journey.

b) Add no booking fee to the table of fares, so the table remains 
unchanged.

7. Recommendation

Members are asked to determine whether the table of fares should be 
updated to include the provision of a booking fee, and if so the amount to 
be determined.

If a booking fee is agreed to instruct Officers to publish a Notice of 
variation in accordance with the provisions of Section 65 of the Local 
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, to allow for a booking 
fee to be included within the table of fares.

Considerations

(i) Legal Implications

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976  
Section 65 - Fixing of fares for hackney carriages.
(1) A district council may fix the rates or fares within the district as well 

for time as distance, and all other charges in connection with the 
hire of a vehicle or with the arrangements for the hire of a vehicle, 
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to be paid in respect of the hire of hackney carriages by means of a 
table (hereafter in this section referred to as a “table of fares”) 
made or varied in accordance with the provisions of this section.

(2) (a) When a district council make or vary a table of fares they shall 
publish in at least one local newspaper circulating in the district a 
notice setting out the table of fares or the variation thereof and 
specifying the period, which shall not be less than fourteen days 
from the date of the first publication of the notice, within which and 
the manner in which objections to the table of fares or variation can 
be made.

 (b) A copy of the notice referred to in paragraph (a) of this 
subsection shall for the period of fourteen days from the date of the 
first publication thereof be deposited at the offices of the council 
which published the notice, and shall at all reasonable hours be 
open to public inspection without payment.

(3)  If no objection to a table of fares or variation is duly made within the 
period specified in the notice referred to in subsection (2) of this 
section, or if all objections so made are withdrawn, the table of 
fares or variation shall come into operation on the date of the 
expiration of the period specified in the notice or the date of 
withdrawal of the objection or, if more than one, of the last 
objection, whichever date is the later.

(4) If objection is duly made as aforesaid and is not withdrawn, the 
district council shall set a further date, not later than two months 
after the first specified date, on which the table of fares shall come 
into force with or without modifications as decided by them after 
consideration of the objections.

(5) A table of fares made or varied under this section shall have effect 
for the purposes of the Act of 1847 as if it were included in hackney 
carriage byelaws made thereunder.

(6) On the coming into operation of a table of fares made by a council 
under this section for the district, any hackney carriage byelaws 
fixing the rates and fares or any table of fares previously made 
under this section for the district, as the case may be, shall cease 
to have effect.

(7) Section 236(8) (except the words “when confirmed”) and section 
238 of the Local Government Act 1972 (except paragraphs (c) and 
(d) of that section) shall extend and apply to a table of fares made 
or varied under this section as they apply to byelaws made by a 
district council.

(ii) Risk Assessment

The recommendation has no, minor or significant implications.

(iii) Financial Implications

Any costs incurred from carrying out the provisions of Section 65 of the Local 
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, are recharged directly to 
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the Hackney Carriage Vehicle proprietors and drivers, through their licensing 
fees.

(iv) Health and Safety Implications

The recommendation has no, minor or significant implications.

(v) Equality and Diversity

The recommendation has no detrimental impact on service users showing any 
of the protected characteristics under current Equalities legislation.

(vi) Health and Well-being Implications

The recommendation has little impact on the Health and Wellbeing of users of 
this service.

Background Papers
Nil 

Report Author

Katherine Benson
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LICENSING REGULATORY COMMITTEE

Meeting: Thursday 3rd October, 2019
at 2.00 pm. (Drawing Room)

Present: Councillors Callister (Chairman), Assouad, Barlow, Biggins, Hall,                
R. McClure, W. McClure, McEwan, McLeavy, Maddox and Wall.

Officers
Present:

Graham Barker (Public Protection Manager), Ivor Churcher (Commercial 
Team Leader), Katherine Benson (Licensing Officer), Jon Huck (Monitoring 
Officer) and Sharron Rushton (Democratic Services Officer).

Legal Representative: Paul O’Donnell (Local Authority Retained Solicitor).

18 Apologies for Absence/Attendance of Substitute Members 

An apology for absence was received from Councillor Gawne.  Councillor W. McClure 
substituted for Councillor Gawne for this meeting only.

19 Minutes 

The Minutes of the meeting held on 5th September, 2019 were taken as read and 
confirmed.

20 Hackney Carriage Fare Review 

The Licensing Officer reported that Section 65 of the Local Government 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 (the Act) provided that a District Council may fix 
the rates or fares within the district as well for time and distance, and all other charges 
in connection with the hire of a vehicle or with the arrangements for the hire of a 
vehicle, to be paid in respect of the hire of hackney carriages by means of a table (a 
table of fares) made or varied in accordance with the provisions of this section. This 
section applied only to Hackney Carriage vehicles. 

If the Council decided to vary the rates or fares, it must place a notice in a local 
newspaper. This must set out the table of fares and specify a period of at least 14 
days in which objections to the table of fares or variation could be made. In addition, a 
copy must be made available for inspection at the Council’s offices for the same 
period. 

If no objections were made to the table of fares or variation within the period specified 
in the notice or if all objections were withdrawn, the table of fares comes into operation 
on the date specified in the notice or the date of withdrawal of the objection or, if more 
than one objection was received, the date of the last objection was withdrawn, 
whichever date was the later. 

If objections were received and not withdrawn, the Council must consider those 
objections and specify a date, not later than two months after the date specified in the 
notice, on which the table of fares shall come into force, with or without modifications 
as decided by the Committee. 

At its meeting on 21st June, 2012, the Licensing Committee, approved an increase in 
the Hackney Carriage Fare and resolved that these fares would be reviewed annually. 
Historically, this review had been instigated by the Hackney Carriage trade however a 
review had not taken place since 2016. Following the 2016 review, Members resolved 
the following at a Licensing Committee meeting on 21st July 2016:-
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Thursday, 3rd October, 2019 

a) That the methodology used to determine any future increase in Hackney 
Carriage fares be approved; and

b) That no increase in tariff for 2016/17 be agreed. 

The reasons for the decision were reproduced in the report for Members’ information.

At a Taxi Liaison meeting held on 18th March, 2019 the Reporting Officer assured the 
Hackney Carriage representatives that a review of the Hackney Carriage Fares 
(Tariff), would take place this year.

The new methodology, which was approved by Licensing Committee on 21st July, 
2016, calculated the real costs of running a Hackney Carriage and compared that to 
the national average. This was then used to determine any percentage increase.

The retail price index (RPI) in relation to transport costs and wages was used to 
demonstrate how much owning and running a vehicle had gone up / down (known as 
the variance), since the last review in 2016. The following cost areas would be 
reviewed individually, and used to calculate a % increase/decrease:- 

The costs of:

 Purchase of Vehicle;
 Vehicle Maintenance;
 Petrol & Oil;
 Tax & Insurance;
 Wages; and
 Licensing Fees Cost

On 22nd July, 2019 all hackney carriage vehicle proprietors and drivers (172 in total) 
were sent a letter informing them about the review and requesting their views on 
whether they supported an increase, and the weighting that they would apply to each 
of the above costs, i.e. how important or significant, the trade thought the costs in 
each of the areas affected them. 

Copies of the consultation letters returned were attached as and appendix to the 
report.

In total, five letters were returned, all supporting a fare increase.

Two further responses were received which were reproduced in the Officer’s report. 
These included the representation by Furness Taxi Trade Association and feedback 
from a new Private Hire Operator, UBARO.

Following responses received, an average of the weightings put forward by the trade 
were applied to each of the cost areas.

The overall increase in costs, since the last review, associated with running a Hackney 
Carriage was 16.17%. A table showing the individually calculated variances and 
percentage increase was attached as an appendix to the report.

This increase equated to approximately £0.40 on the starting price (Flag on the 
Normal Tariff) raising it to £2.80. This would automatically increase the starting price 
for:-

T2 (hiring’s begun between midnight and 7.00 a.m.) to £4.20 and 
T3 (hiring’s on all bank holidays, Christmas Eve and New Years Eve) to £5.60.
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Thursday, 3rd October, 2019 

On 12th August, 2019, the findings of the review were fed back to those who had 
responded to the review, via email. Of the responses that were received, none were in 
support of the tariff being increased. The Secretary of the Furness Taxi Trade replied 
on 12th August, 2019 and the response was reproduced in the report.

The Furness Taxi Trade Association represented the views of both the hackney 
carriage and private hire trade. Members would need to consider that the fares were in 
relation to hackney carriages only, and some of the trade responses would be formed 
with influence from those who represented hackney and private hire.

It was not known the exact split of hackney and private hire drivers within the 
Association; however the Association had recently stated that it represented 
approximately 126 drivers in total.

It was not known what proportion of the 71 drivers who voted to postpone the review 
were from the hackney carriage trade, however the Furness Taxi Trade Association 
had estimated it was around 80%. The split of the vote was also not known. 

The Council currently had a total of 283 licensed drivers. In terms of driver licence 
holders, 96 were hackney only, 120 private hire only and 53 who held both a hackney 
and private hire licence (known as a dual licence). There was also an additional 14 
who held separate private hire and hackney licences as dual licences were not 
available at the time of applying.

It was understood the Furness Taxi Trade Association had recently reached an 
agreement with some local Private Hire Operators to match the hackney rates. This 
was something that the Council could not support or be in agreement with, as fares 
charged by Private Hire Operators, for private hire vehicles, were not regulated by the 
Council.

The current Table of Fares was:-

Normal Fare (7am until midnight)
If the distance does not exceed 805 metres (5/10 mile) for the whole distance £2.40
If the distance exceeds 805 metres (5/10 mile) for each subsequent 161 metres
(1/10 of a mile) or uncompleted part £0.20
Waiting time – for each 30 seconds £0.10

For hirings begun between midnight and 7.00 a.m.
If the distance does not exceed 805 metres (5/10 mile) for the whole distance £3.60
If the distance exceeds 805 metres (5/10 mile) for each subsequent 161
metres (1/10 of a mile) or uncompleted part £0.30
Waiting time – for each 30 seconds £0.15

For hirings on all bank holidays, Christmas Eve and New Years Eve
If the distance does not exceed 805 metres (5/10 mile) for the whole distance £4.80
If the distance exceeds 805 metres (5/10 mile) for each subsequent 161 metres
(1/10 of a mile) or uncompleted part £0.40
Waiting time for each 30 seconds £0.20

Soiling charge - £10 outside/maximum £100 inside
Payment of estimate may be required as deposit at start of journey
Extra charge of £0.20 per person over two people.
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Thursday, 3rd October, 2019 

For direct comparison the table below showed the fares for neighbouring Councils and 
the National average. Barrow Borough Council fares were comparable with the 
average of its neighbours and National Average for a 2 mile journey during the day. 

Fares as at 
August 2019 

T1 @ 2 miles 
(£) 

South Lakes DC 6.40 
National Average 5.92 
Carlisle City 5.80 
Local Area Average 5.60 
Lancaster City 5.60 
Eden DC 5.50 
Allerdale BC 5.45 
Barrow BC 5.44 
Copeland BC 5.00 

The previous increase in 2012 saw a rise of 21.4% on the 1 mile fare and 17.4% on 
the 2 mile fare. 

Section 65 of the 1976 Act provided that Councils may also fix other charges with the 
connection of hiring a vehicle. For example, the Council currently caps a soiling 
charge at £100.

During the consultation, a request was received from a new Private Hire Operator, 
UBARO, to authorise a booking fee to be charged in relation to the hiring of a vehicle.

Although hackney carriages could work on the rank or be hailed in the street, a high 
number of hackneys in the Borough worked for a Private Hire Operator.

UBARO intended to be an app based operator and all bookings and hirings from their 
customers would be through the app. UBARO would like to charge customers a 
booking fee for using the app, however this was currently not authorised by the 
Council in the table of fares. 

Many other Councils had included provision for a booking fee in their table of fares, 
Lancaster City Council being the nearest neighbouring authority.

At the Taxi Working Group held on 9th August, 2019, including a booking fee being 
included in the table of fares was discussed and minuted as:  “The majority agreed 
that introducing booking fees would be beneficial to them as drivers.  This let to a 
discussion on other Council fees like Lancaster.  It was discussed around the meeting 
that £3.50 was an idea but it hadn’t yet been discussed within the trade..”

Any booking fee was a maximum and the proprietor/operator had discretion as to 
whether they wished to charge it.

Members would be required to instruct Officers to publish a Notice of Variation in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 65 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1976 if they agreed a booking fee should be included within the table 
of fares.

A member of the taxi trade had requested, via the Chair, to address the Committee.  
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Thursday, 3rd October, 2019 

A member of the taxi trade addressed the Committee.

It was moved by Councillor McEwan and seconded by Councillor Hall to make no 
change to the Table of Fares, but for a review to take place annually.

RESOLVED:- It was unanimously agreed to make no change to the Table of Fares, 
but for a review to take place annually.

21 Licensing Delegated Decisions (August 2019) 

The Public Protection Manager reported that at its meeting on 5th September, 2019, 
Members requested a monthly report of the Public Protection Managers delegated 
decisions made under Part 3(2), Section I of the Constitution, Scheme of Delegations 
to Officers with regard to the Council’s Licensing functions.

A summary of the delegated decisions made between 1st August, 2019 and 5th 
September, 2019 including those already reviewed by the Assistant Director 
(Regeneration and Built Environment), Principal Legal Officer and the Chair of 
Licensing Regulatory Committee was summarised in the report.

RESOLVED:- To note the report.

The meeting closed at 2.42 pm.
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Taxi Trade Working Group – Minutes 9/8/19 

Barrow Town Hall 

Attendees: Tony Callister (Chair), Ivor Churcher (Commercial Team Leader), Carolyn Woodend 

(Business Support Officer), Edward Clark, Brian White, Jim Linton, Michael Hoad, Bob Mullen, Steve 

Thompson 

Apologies: Martyn Bell 

 

1. Welcome and introductions 

Disability Provision 

Tony began asking about views on current situation regarding Disability Provision. 

Bob responded by advising that there is a lot of disability provision already within Private Hire and 

that he couldn’t see anyone willing to invest. 

Jimmy asked if the council are obliged to provide this and Ivor advised they aren’t obliged but that is 

considered good to have.  General feeling was that more clarification is needed surrounding this.  

Ivor advised that the council need to find out what the provision is and if it is adequate. 

Michael mentioned the unmet demand survey was carried out 4 years ago now.  

Ivor advised he wasn’t aware of that and will look into this. 

Steve and Jimmy both felt that no one uses the vehicles they have at present and there was no point 

getting more. 

Tony advised that the general feeling amongst the meeting was that the Disability Provisions are 

covered in our area and it was agreed by the drivers that Carefree Travel covers this kind of work.  

ACTION: Ivor to look into this further and review unmet demand survey results.  

Michael provided a list of ‘Suggested items that we can all possibly agree on’ which was handed out 

to all attendees.  List as below: 

1. The average age of drivers is much higher than in the past? 

This statement was agreed on. 

2. Older drivers don’t want to do evening and night times? 

General discussion was in agreement. 

3. Drivers are leaving the trade and not being replaced? 

The general comment across the meeting was that this is correct and no new drivers are coming in. 

4. One way to attract new drivers to the trade is to improve earnings and conditions 
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This was generally agreed.  Michael advised that everyone should agree on these. 

5. The higher fares have stopped some drivers going on the rank instead of doing the firms 

work? 

General discussion around this topic, general thought is that a lot of firms are the same price and 

earnings have increased since rank rate changed. 

6. Do we need to review fares on a much more regular basis? 

This was agreed across the meeting.  Ivor also agreed and that it may be an idea to do this more 

regularly. 

7. We need urgent legal clarification on Hackney cars running the meter on stopped? 

Ivor gave clarification regarding the by-laws on this and said it is quite ambiguous.  Jim advised it is 

an offence to overcharge. Michael asked for clarification on this as soon as possible as nobody 

knows what they are doing.  There was further discussion regarding this topic and it was agreed Ivor 

will give clarification and Michael said he would let everyone know. 

ACTION:  Ivor to look into this further. 

8. The council need to put in place a provision for a booking fee urgently? 

Ivor advised that this is currently under review.  The drivers wanted to know when this would be 

finalised, and Ivor advised he couldn’t give a date yet.   

Michael advised that drivers have been taking votes on Hackney fares and want to keep them as 

they are.   

Jimmy asked for a rough time and if it would sorted by the next council meeting which is 5th 

September.  Ivor unsure if it will be by then but will keep drivers updated and let them know as soon 

as possible.   

Brian advised it is stopping people making money and if booking fees could just be put into place 

now.  Ivor advised it does need to go to Committee before anything can be decided due to legal 

structure. 

Steve advised that booking fees will take away set fares. 

The majority agreed that introducing booking fees would be beneficial to them as drivers.  This led 

to a discussion on other council fees like Lancaster.  It was discussed around the meeting that £3.50 

was an idea but it hadn’t yet been discussed within the trade. 

ACTION:  Ivor to look into this further and give an update as soon as possible. 

9. At the recent drivers meeting drivers voted in favour of postponing any increase in 

hackney carriage rates.  It was widely felt that because of the recent agreement by 

operators to increase fares any increase would be counterproductive? 
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This point led to a wide discussion amongst attendees regarding fares and who is entitled to vote.  It 

was then debated that hackney plates are now worthless due to opening up to everyone and there 

was some discussion on this. 

Edward advised that if point number 9 backs up number 5, then it isn’t needed.  Brian said that the 

trade is being strangled and Jimmy advised that it isn’t possible just to follow Hackneys and that 

prices need to be kept down to get work.  Brian said he understands this point but commented that 

the only person that gets hurt in the price war is the driver and that if everyone was the same, firms 

would no longer win work by punishing the driver by cutting fares.  The majority of drivers agreed 

with this comment which led to further discussion. 

Bob advised that point 1, 2, and 3 are all self-evident and Jim said that the council has a 

responsibility to attract drivers. 

Michael Hoad raised the point that it should change to 3 tariffs on a car like other councils such as 

Lancaster and South Lakes and that fees should be increased accordingly. 

Ivor advised that this is where the unmet demand comes in. 

ACTION: Ivor to look into this and advise. 

Michael’s comment regarding the 3 tariffs led to a wide discussion and slight disagreement which 

Tony stated that is an area that needs agreement.  Ivor advised he will clarify at Tony’s request.  

Edward advised that if Hackney carriages only used 3 tariffs it would clarify everything.  Steve didn’t 

agree with this and advised this would be illegal. 

ACTION:  Ivor to clarify this and report back. 

 

10. The trade needs some sort of representation on the licensing regulatory committee? 

Tony advised that drivers are welcome to attend the meetings except Part 2 which involves sensitive 

and confidential information and advised to check website for dates and times of when they are 

held. 

The drivers then mentioned receiving a copy of the policy once it is complete and Ivor advised that it 

will hopefully be available in 2 or 3 weeks time. 

 

Bob raised the point that the Driving Test which is part of the process of becoming a new driver 

should be brought back local and that it is too far away in the middle of nowhere.  He advised this is 

stopping new drivers coming to the trade.  Ivor advised that it is currently the nearest provider to 

offer the service.  Ivor also advised that it is necessary to have specific test due to legislation and the 

government and it is also best practice.  The question was asked about getting a Barrow firm to do 

which Ivor advised he hadn’t personally looked into but Katherine had previously looked at training 

and providers.  Local driving school firm Top Gear was suggested and Michael said he would put this 

forward. 
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ACTION: Ivor/Licensing to look into alternative providers and report back. 

There was a brief discussion towards the end of the meeting where it was mentioned about the taxi 

counter only being open in the mornings and the drivers wanting more of a service.  Tony advised he 

will ask the questions and also asked the drivers whether they wanted the meetings to be 4 or 6 

weekly. 

It was agreed that the meetings would be 4 weekly. 

Edward raised a query about taking deposits due to note on the Hackney Carriage tariff stickers 

which he says causing confusion for the customer and there was a brief discussion about this. 

ACTION:  Ivor to look into and clarify. 

Michael requested urgent clarification of running on stop.  Ivor to action. 

 

Date of next meeting – to be announced 

September 2019  

Any queries please contact Ivor Churcher on 01229 876547 or ichurcher@barrowbc.gov.uk 
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  Part I

LICENSING REGULATORY COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting: 7th November 2019

Reporting Officer: Public Protection Manager     

(R)

Title: Elected Members Code of Conduct – Licensing 
Matters

Summary and Conclusions: 

This Code of Conduct sets out principles to guide Members and officers in 
determining licensing applications and making other decisions within the 
terms of reference of the Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and 
the Licensing Regulatory Committees (“the Licensing Committees”). 

The Licensing Code of Conduct provides guidance to Members on private 
interests,  ‘pre-judgement’, political group meetings, debate & lobbying, 
natural justice, hospitality and the Council’s statutory duties.

Recommendations: 

That Members consider and  recommend the Licensing Code to the Executive 
Committee to approve and recommend the Council adopt this code into Part 5 
of the Constitution.

Report

Attached at APPENDIX 1 is a proposed Licensing Code of Conduct which 
sets out principles to guide Members and Officers in determining licensing 
applications and making other decisions within the terms of reference of the 
Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and the Licensing Regulatory 
Committees (“the Licensing Committees”).

The Licensing Committees have a very important role to play in the life of the 
Borough; they determine licensing applications under many different statutory 
regimes – from alcohol & gambling licences to taxi licences & street trading 
consents and many others. The Committee’s decisions are very important to 
the applicants since they can affect their ability to earn their living and can 
have serious financial consequences. However, the role of licensing is the 
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protection of the public and is also important for the safeguarding vulnerable 
adults and children, its impact on health & safety and public safety, the local 
and wider community and competing economic interests.

Members of the Licensing Committees should determine licensing matters in 
the interests of the whole community of the Borough, with regard to the 
relevant legislation, policy and guidance and should not prejudge licensing 
applications nor do anything that may reasonably be taken as giving an 
indication of having prejudged licensing applications.

Members must consider carefully whether it is right for them to participate in a 
matter before the Committee and be able to approach it with an open mind 
and consider an application on its own merits. In order to maintain the integrity 
of the licensing system, Members should be careful to ensure that any 
interests do not unduly influence their decisions.

In addition, the Licensing Code of Conduct provides guidance to Members on 
‘pre-judgement’, political group meetings, debate & lobbying, natural justice, 
hospitality and the Council’s statutory duties. 

Considerations

(i) Legal Implications

The establishment of a code on licensing matters is good practice and helps 
minimise the risk of legal challenge in the decision making process.

(ii) Risk Assessment

The recommendation has no implications.

(iii) Financial Implications

The recommendation has no financial implications.

(iv) Health and Safety Implications

The recommendation has no implications.

(v) Equality and Diversity

The recommendation has no detrimental impact on service users showing any 
of the protected characteristics under current Equalities legislation.

(vi) Health and Well-being Implications

The recommendation has no adverse effect on the Health and Wellbeing of 
users of this service.
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Background Papers

Nil

Report Author

Graham Barker, Public Protection Manager.
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Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and Licensing Regulatory Committee.    
   

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

BARROW-IN-FURNESS  
BOROUGH COUNCIL 

 
 

Licensing Code of Conduct for Elected Members – 
Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and 

Licensing Regulatory Committee. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes:- 

This constitutes a local Code of Conduct, breach of which will constitute a breach of the Code 
of Conduct for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the Constitution) 

 
It also has to be read in conjunction with: 
 

Protocol on Member/Officer Relations (Part 5(3) of the Constitution) 
  

This Code of Conduct was approved by Barrow Borough Council on XXXXXXXX. 
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Licensing Code of Conduct for Elected Members –  
Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and the 
Licensing Regulatory Committees 

 
This Licensing Code of Conduct sets out principles to guide Members and Officers in determining 
licensing applications and making other decisions within the terms of reference of the Licensing 
Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and the Licensing Regulatory Committees (“the Licensing 
Committees”). 
 
Although it is of particular relevance to Members of the Licensing Committees, it applies to all 
Members of the Council who may become involved in licensing matters. It will be distributed 
annually to all Members of the Council. 
 
Officers participating in the Licensing Committees’ process must comply with the Officers Code of 
Conduct (Part 5(2) of the Constitution). 
 
This Code of Conduct relates mainly to the Council’s licensing functions. 

 
Contents 
 
1. INTRODUCTION .............................................................................................................. 3 

2. INTERESTS OF THE WHOLE COMMUNITY ................................................................... 3 

3. PARTICIPATION OF MEMBERS ...................................................................................... 4 

4. POLITICAL GROUP MEETINGS ...................................................................................... 5 

5. DEBATE............................................................................................................................ 6 

6. ATTENDANCE OF THE PUBLIC ...................................................................................... 6 

7. GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR HEARINGS ................................................................... 6 

8. NATURAL JUSTICE ......................................................................................................... 6 

9. LOBBYING OF AND BY MEMBERS ................................................................................. 8 

10. HOSPITALITY ................................................................................................................. 10 

11. MEETINGS WITH INTERESTED PARTIES .................................................................... 11 

12. STATUTORY DUTIES .................................................................................................... 12 

13. PRESS COMMENTS ...................................................................................................... 13 

14. SCRUTINY ...................................................................................................................... 13 

15. CODE OF CONDUCTS ................................................................................................... 14 

16. BREACHES .................................................................................................................... 14 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. The Licensing Committees have a very important role to play in the life of the Borough; they 

determine licensing applications under many different statutory regimes – from alcohol & 

gambling licences to taxi licences & street trading consents and many others. Your decisions are 

very important to the applicants since they can affect their ability to earn their living and can have 

serious financial consequences. However, the role of licensing is the protection of the public and 

is also important for the safeguarding vulnerable adults and children, its impact on health & safety 

and public safety, the local and wider community and competing economic interests. 

 

1.2. More specifically, applications and matters undertaken when discharging the Council’s functions 

under the Licensing Act 2003 and the Gambling Act 2005 have their own objectives to be upheld. 

The Licensing Act 2003 regulates ‘licensable activities’ which are defined in the Act as the sale of 

alcohol, supply of alcohol by a club, regulated entertainment and late night refreshment. The 

Gambling Act 2005 regulates the licensing of gambling premises and certain permissions. 

 

1.3. This Licensing Code of Conduct contains guidance for Members of the Licensing Committees. If 

Members are uncertain about the application of the Code, they should seek guidance from 

officers, preferably in advance of any meeting.  

 

 

2. INTERESTS OF THE WHOLE COMMUNITY 
 

2.1. Members of the Licensing Committees should determine licensing matters in the interests of the 

whole community of the Borough. 

 

2.2. All applications should be determined with regard to the relevant legislation, policy and guidance. 

 

2.3. Members of the Licensing Committees should not prejudge licensing applications nor do anything 

that may reasonably be taken as giving an indication of having prejudged licensing applications. 

 

2.4. All other Members should have regard to these principles when dealing with licensing matters 

and must avoid giving an impression that the Council may have prejudged the matter. 
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3. PARTICIPATION OF MEMBERS 
 

3.1. Members must consider carefully whether it is right for them to participate in a matter before the 

Committee. There are two elements to this: 

 

(a) where they have private interests, both Disclosable Pecuniary Interests and any other 

Registrable Interests; and 

 

(b) where Members of the public may feel that the Member will not be able to approach 

matters with an open mind and consider the application on its own merits. 

 

3.2. While this Code of Conduct seeks to guide Members each situation will be different and Members 

should seek guidance from Officers. 

 

3.3. Members must comply with the Barrow-in-Furness Borough Council Code of Conduct, as set out 

in the Council’s Constitution and the provisions set out in the Code of Conduct for Members and 

Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the Constitution). 

 

3.4. Pre-judgment 

 

Section 25 of the Localism Act 2011 provides that: 

 

“A decision maker is not to be taken to have had, or to have appeared to have had, a closed 

mind when making the decision because: 

 

a) the decision-maker had previously done anything that directly or individually indicated what 

view the decision maker took, or would or might take, in relation to a matter, and; 

 

b) the matter was relevant to the decision”. 

 

3.5. The key point is that by the time the Member considers the application they must have an open 

mind and appear to have an open mind when determining the application. 

 

3.6. While this Code of Conduct for Members provides guidance as to private interests, both 

Disclosable Pecuniary Interests and any other Registrable Interests which may affect a Member’s 

ability to take part in the decision-making process, Members may have other interests which may 

influence their decision which will not amount to private interests, both Disclosable Pecuniary 

Interests and any other Registrable Interests for the purposes of the Code. In order to maintain 
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the integrity of the licensing system, Members should be careful to ensure that such interests do 

not unduly influence their decisions. Examples of such interests are:- 

 

 from ward concerns 

 from Membership of other Committees of the Council 

 from Membership of other public or community bodies 

 from Membership of voluntary associations and trusts (including where appointed by the 

Council) 

 from a connection with a particular policy initiative of the Council. 

 from Membership of clubs, societies and groups 

 from hobbies and other leisure interests 

 from employment or professional concerns 

 

3.7. Such interests may mean that a Member is involved with a licensing application before the matter 

comes before the Licensing Committees. Such involvement need not on its own debar a Member 

from participating in making the licensing decision when the matter is considered by the 

Licensing Committees providing that the Member has not already decided how they will vote on 

the matter before the Committee. Members should, however, always consider carefully whether 

in any particular case they can reasonably be seen to approach the application on its own merits 

and with an open mind. If the Member considers that this is not possible, the Member should 

withdraw from consideration of that item. 

 

3.8. As a minimum, the integrity of the licensing system requires openness on the part of Members; it 

must operate fairly and be seen to operate fairly. 

 

 

4. POLITICAL GROUP MEETINGS 
 

 

4.1. Members of the Licensing Committees must not base their decision on any discussion that may 

have taken place in a political group meeting. To do so would mean that Members have not come 

to the Committee meeting with an open mind, and that they may have been influenced by group 

discipline rather than the merits of the case. Where such meetings are held a note of the 

discussion should be made and be passed to the Democratic Services Manager. The 

Ombudsman has found maladministration in cases where Members have been influenced by 

political group decisions in deciding planning applications, and the same principles apply to 

licence applications. 
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5. DEBATE 
 

5.1. Only Members of the Licensing Committees can take part in the decision making. 

Members of the Licensing Committees must:- 

 
(a) listen to all arguments for and against an application and weigh them up carefully before 

deciding whether to support or oppose a particular application. 

 

(b) make sure that they are not swayed by arguments which are not directly related to the merits 

of the application. 

 

 

6. ATTENDANCE OF THE PUBLIC 
 

6.1. In most cases the Monitoring Officer will determine whether a particular matter should be heard in 

Part II (private). However, the Committees can decide whether to deal with matters in public or 

private, having regard to the Access to Information Procedure Rules (Part 4 of the Constitution) 

and the Human Rights Act 1998. 

 

 

7. GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR HEARINGS 
 

7.1. The following procedural requirements shall be followed at all times; 

 

 Any requests for additional hearings, to those set at Council, shall be made to the Monitoring 

Officer. 

 

 A solicitor, counsel, professional adviser, friend or relative may represent a person who is 

allowed to attend and make representations. 

 

7.2. There are specific guides to the process and order of procedure for the Licensing Regulatory 

Committee and the Licensing Sub-Committee; attached at Appendix 1 and 2, for which there are 

also statutory procedural regulations; The Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005 (SI 

2005 No 44) and The Gambling Act 2005 (Proceedings of Licensing Committees and Sub-

Committees) (Premises Licences and Provisional Statements) (England and Wales) Regulations 

2007 (SI 2007 No 173).  

 

8. NATURAL JUSTICE 
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8.1. There are two elements to natural justice: 

 

(a) Fairness 

 

(i) When the Licensing Sub-Committee or Licensing Regulatory Committee are considering an 

application, the applicant will be given an opportunity to put his / her case before the 

committee. If the applicant or his/her representative does not attend, the Sub-Committee or 

Regulatory Committee, may in its discretion proceed in the applicant's absence taking into 

account all the circumstances. 

 

(ii) Any person who has duly objected or made a representation, may be allowed a hearing at 

the Chair's discretion. 

 

(iii) When the Licensing Committee or Licensing Regulatory Committee is considering a matter 

of policy or other general licensing matters, any persons who wish to make representations 

may be allowed to do so at the Chair's discretion. If the Chair consents, any such 

representations would be time limited to three minutes for individuals and five minutes for 

an organisation / association within a maximum 30 minute time slot.  

 

(iv) People wishing to make a representation under paragraph 8.1.(a)(iii) above, should make a 

request to do so, in writing to the Public Protection Manager, at least 2 working days before 

the Committee meeting.  

 

(v) After making their representation to the Committee they will not be questioned by nor may 

they ask questions of  Members or Officers.   

 

(vi) If a number of people wish to make similar representations, a spokesperson should be 

appointed and that individual be given five minutes time to present their representation.  

 

(vii) Where possible, all documentation to be considered by the Licensing Committees will be 

made available in advance in accordance with the Access to Information Procedure Rules 

(Part 4 of the Constitution). 

 

(viii) All Members of the Licensing Committees shall be present throughout the consideration of 

a particular application or matter. Where a Member arrives late or leaves the room once 

consideration of the matter has started, that Member shall play no part in the decision-

making process for the particular application. Where an application is adjourned it shall be 
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heard by the same Members only, and no others. 

 

(b) Prevention of Bias 

 

(i) The rules about personal and non-participatory interests set out in the Members’ Code of 

Conduct for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the 

Constitution) shall be firmly applied. Members are also referred to the guidance about 

prejudgement in section 3 of this Code. 

 

(ii) If the Licensing Committees move into private session to consider its decision, it should be 

accompanied only by Democratic Services Officers, Principal Legal Officer and Solicitor, all 

of whom shall have taken no substantive part in the debate, and shall play no substantive 

part in the decision-making process. 

 

8.2. There may be specific statutory rules and procedures that the Committee must follow in the 

case of particular applications. 

 

9. LOBBYING OF AND BY MEMBERS 
 

9.1. While recognising that lobbying of Members has an important role in the local democratic 

process, this should not prejudice the licensing process. Those who may be affected by the 

Committees decision will often seek to influence the decision by an approach to their local  

Member  or  Members  of  the Licensing  Committees.  However,  reacting  to lobbying can lead 

to the impartiality of a Member being called into question and require that Member to declare an 

interest. 

 

9.2. Lobbying of the Licensing Committees’ Members: 

 

(i) A Member of The Licensing Committees who is lobbied before the meeting:- 

 

 May listen to what is being said 

 May give procedural advice e.g. the right to make representations 

 May refer the lobbyist to a colleague who does not sit on the Committee. 

 Should refer the lobbyist to the relevant Licensing Enforcement Officer so that their views can 

be recorded and included in the report to the meeting. 

 Should not give details of voting intentions or otherwise enter into a commitment to oppose or 

support the application. 
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 Should report all instances of significant, substantial or persistent lobbying to the Democratic 

Service Manager. 

 

There is no problem about listening to a point of view. If Members of the Licensing Committees 

express an opinion, without hearing the alternative view, it may create the impression that 

Members have pre-judged the matter and will not approach the matter with an open mind on its 

merits at the Committee. 

 

(ii) If the question arises of writing letters of objection (or support) to the Public Protection 

Manager, it would be more appropriate for these to come from Ward colleagues who are not 

Members of the Licensing Committees. 

 

(iii) Members of the Licensing Committees should avoid entering any premises or site in 

connection with an application unless part of an organised site visit. However, Members may 

sometimes be asked by constituents to visit them in their homes, and on those visits the 

question of a licence application (or objection or support) may be raised. In such 

circumstances, Members should not give any commitment. 

 

9.3. Lobbying of other Members 

 

While recognising that lobbying of Members has an important role in the local democratic 

process, all other Members should ensure that their response is not such as to give reasonable 

grounds for suggesting that the decision has already been made by the Council. 

 

9.4. Lobbying by the Licensing Committees Members: 

 

(i) Members of the Licensing Committees should not directly or indirectly organise support or 

opposition, lobby other Members, act as an advocate, or put pressure on Officers for a 

particular recommendation or give instructions to Officers about any application. Members are 

also reminded of their obligation under Paragraph 5 of the Members’ Code of Conduct 

for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the Constitution). 

  

(ii) If Members of The Licensing Committees engage in such conduct, it will be apparent that they 

have prejudged the application and are incapable of dealing with the matter with an open 

mind. If Members find themselves in such a situation, they should withdraw from the 

Committee for that item. 
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9.5. Lobbying by other Members: 

 

(i) All other Members should generally follow the principle set out in section 9.4 and do nothing to 

affect the integrity of the licensing system; in particular, they should not put pressure on 

Officers for a particular recommendation or give instructions to Officers about any application. 

Members are also reminded of their obligation under Paragraph 5 of the Members’ Code of 

Conduct for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the Constitution). 

 

(ii) Members should consider carefully what effect on the integrity of the licensing process any 

action they take may have (such as the circulation of correspondence to Members). If 

Members receive correspondence about an application, from an applicant or any other 

person(s), they should contact  the Public Protection Manager and the Monitoring Officer as 

soon as possible providing copies of any such correspondence, rather than directly to 

Members of the Licensing Committees.  This ensures that any action deemed appropriate can 

be taken and the information appears on the appropriate file. 

 

(iii) Ward Members have a number of important roles in licensing matters :- 

 informative - making sure that their constituents are aware of licensing matters in the Ward 

 representative - making sure that the views of their constituents are brought to the attention of 

the Council 

 advocacy - speaking for those who feel unable to speak on their own behalf. 

Care must be taken to ensure that a Member’s actions are not misunderstood. A number of steps 

can prevent this:- 

 information that is distributed should be factually correct 

 where there are competing interests, all views should be represented 

 an impression should not be created that the Member is conducting a campaign in support or 

opposition to an application 

 other Members should not be lobbied. 

 

 

10. HOSPITALITY 
 
 

10.1. Members should not accept gifts or hospitality from applicants or objectors in connection with 

their Membership of the Licensing Committees as this might reasonably be interpreted as likely to 

influence a Member’s judgement. In addition, all Members must comply with of the Code of 
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Conduct for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the Constitution). 

 

 

11. MEETINGS WITH INTERESTED PARTIES 
 
 

11.1. The main role of the Licensing Committees is to decide individual applications which is a quasi-

judicial function. The Licensing & Regulatory Committees also have a role in deciding a policy 

framework. 

 

11.2. The Committee will often find it useful to meet interested parties including members of the trade, 

resident groups, and the like and to visit premises in the Borough. While it is proper for the 

Committee to do this, care must be taken not to prejudice the integrity of the licensing process. 

The following ground rules will help to prevent this - 

 

11.3. Arrangements for meetings and visits should be approved by the Monitoring Officer and arranged 

by Officers. Members should not make their own arrangements. If Members are approached 

direct, they should pass the person concerned on to Officers.

 

11.4. Members should not accept any gift or any hospitality other than light refreshments during such 

meetings or visits. Any such offer must be registered whether or not it is accepted (see Section 

10 above). If it is necessary to provide more substantial hospitality, it should be provided for 

Members by the Council.

 

11.5. There should be no discussion of individual applications - including those that have been 

determined, those that are pending and those that potentially could arise in the future. At such 

meetings, there should be no one-to-one discussions between Members and others.

 

11.6. Officers should always be present at such meetings or visits. A note should be kept of who 

attended the meetings or visits, what occurred and an outline of any discussions. A copy should 

be placed on the relevant file and open to public inspection.

 

11.7. When dealing with applications, in the interest of openness and fairness, careful consideration 

should always be given to whether details of such meetings or visits should be given to the 

parties to the application and/or declared at the meeting. This should be done if a reasonable 

person might think that the Committee's decision could be affected by the meeting or visit.
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12. STATUTORY DUTIES 
 

12.1. The Council is subject to a number of statutory duties which it must comply with when carrying 

out its statutory functions. These will apply to the licensing function except when such matters are 

clearly immaterial in the light of the particular statutory regime. Examples of these duties include: 

 

EQUALITY ACT 2010 – Section 149 provides that: 

 

A council must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need to:  

(1) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct which is prohibited 

by or under the Equality Act 2010;  

(2) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected 

characteristic and persons who do not share it; 

(3) foster good relations between persons who share a protected characteristic and persons who 

do not share it. 

 

The above powers relate to the following protected characteristics: 

(a) age 

(b) disability 

(c) gender reassignment 

(d) marriage and civil partnership 

(e) pregnancy and maternity 

(f) race (including colour, nationality and ethnic or national origins) 

(g) religion or belief 

(h) sex 

(i) sexual orientation 

 

HUMAN RIGHTS - Section 6(1) of the Human Rights Act 1998 provides that: 

 

"It is unlawful for a public authority to act [or fail to act] in a way which is incompatible with a 

Convention right". 

 

BEST VALUE - Section 3(1) of the Local Government Act 1999 provides that: 

 

"A best value authority must make arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in 

which its functions are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and 

effectiveness" 

 

CRIME AND DISORDER - Section 17(1) of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 provides that: 
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"Without prejudice to any other obligation imposed on it, it shall be the duty of a local authority to 

exercise its various functions with due regard to the likely effect of the exercise of those functions 

on, and the need to do all that it reasonably can to prevent, crime and disorder in its area" 

 

13. PRESS COMMENTS 

 
13.1. All Members should ensure that any contact which they may have with the press should accord 

with the principles of this Code and should not affect the integrity of the licensing system. 

 

13.2. Members should also comply with paragraph 11 in the Protocol on Member/Officer Relations 

(Part 5(3) of the Constitution) and are encouraged to seek advice from the Head of Paid Service 

or her Directors. 

 

13.3. The principles of the code apply to press contact; in particular:- 

 

i) Members of the Licensing Committees should ensure that they do not create the impression 

that they have prejudged the licensing application. 

 

ii) All other Members should ensure that they do not create the impression that the Council 

has already pre-judged the licensing application. 

 

 

14. SCRUTINY 
 

14.1. The role of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee is explained in the Committee Procedure Rules 

(Part 4 of the Constitution). 

 

14.2. The "call-in" procedure allows the Overview and Scrutiny Committee to ask executive decision- 

makers to reconsider decisions before they are implemented. Under the Local Government Act 

2000, this does not apply to non-executive decisions such as those made by the Licensing 

Committees. 

 

14.3. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee may review and scrutinise the overall work of the 

Licensing Committees, if it forms part of their agreed work programme. However, statutory 

guidance from the Secretary of State provides that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee should 

not normally scrutinise individual decisions made by the Licensing Committees. In particular, they 

should not become an alternative to normal appeals procedures. The power to review and 
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scrutinise should normally be used as part of wider policy reviews. 

 

 

15. CODE OF CONDUCTS 
 

15.1. The Licensing Committees will from time to time be free to devise its own Code of Conducts for 

dealing with different types of appeals, a copy of which will be held by, and available for 

inspection from, the Democratic Services Manager. 

 

 

16. BREACHES 
 

16.1. A breach of this Licensing Code of Conduct will constitute a breach of the Members’ Code of 

Conduct for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority. Complaints about any breach of 

this Code of Conduct by a Member may be referred to the Monitoring Officer.  
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this guidance is to explain the procedures for conducting licensing 

hearings in the consideration of miscellaneous licensing applications, including but 

not limited to private hire and hackney carriage licences, received by the Council, the 

work and responsibilities of the Licensing Regulatory Committee and a description of 

the roles of the committee and officers is also provided. 

Appearing before a committee of councillors can be a daunting prospect for some 

people.  The intention of this guidance is to provide a clear and concise explanation 

of what can be expected. 

The guidance is generally aimed at:- 

 

 Licence holders and applicants or their representatives 

 Legal Practitioners 

 Consultees (e.g. Police, Fire Authority etc) 

 Other Interested Persons 

 

2. The Role of the Committee 

The Licensing Regulatory Committee has full delegated authority to deal with private 

hire, hackney carriage and other licensing and registration functions (other than 

Licensing Act 2003 and Gambling Act 2005 functions designated to be the 

responsibility of the Licensing Committee by virtue of the implementation of relevant 

legislation).  This includes all powers (including enforcement) in respect of any 

approval, consent, licence, permission or registration for which the Committee is 

responsible. 

 

Where there are no relevant representations for the grant or renewal of any licence, 

registration, permission or consent for which the Licensing Regulatory Committee is 

responsible these matters will normally be dealt with by the Public Protection 

Manager. 

 

Full details of the Licensing Regulatory Committee and Public Protection Manager’s 

delegations can be found in the Constitution of the Council Part 3(1) and 3(2) 

respectively. 

 

 

3. The Role of Legal Advisor(s) 

The Legal Advisor(s) is not a party to the hearing.  Their role is to provide the 

Committee with any advice it requires to properly perform its functions, whether or 
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not the Members have requested that advice on:- 

 

 questions of law (including human rights); 

 questions of mixed fact and law; 

 matters of practice and procedure; 

 the range of options available to the Committee; 

 any relevant decision of higher courts; 

 relevant national guidance or policy; 

 other issues relevant to the matter before the Committee; 

 the appropriate decision-making structure to be applied to any given case. 

 

To provide independent advice or clarification on any procedural, technical or legal 

matter at any time during the hearing.  

 

The Legal Advisor(s) may ask questions of applicant, licence holder, witnesses and 

the parties in order to clarify the evidence and any issues. 

 

When the Committee withdraws to make its determination / decision, the Legal 

Advisor(s) will join the Committee in order to give advice.  The substance of advice 

given will be repeated when the Committee returns to the hearing, so that all parties 

have an opportunity to comment upon it. The Legal Advisor(s) will then confirm or 

amend the advice. 

 

The Legal Advisor(s) will take no part in making findings of fact/the decision making 

process but may assist the Committee by reminding it of relevant evidence given 

during the hearing, taken from his own notes or the Committee Administrator’s notes, 

and formulating reasons and recording those reasons. 

 

The Legal Advisor(s) may assist unrepresented parties to present their case, but will 

not become an advocate for the party concerned. 

 

 

4. The Role of Licensing Officers / Manager 

To outline the application / issue to be considered, any relevant representations and 

refer to the Council’s Licensing Policy/Guidelines and statutory guidance. 

In a case where the Council has made relevant representations, that representation 

will be prepared and presented by an officer other than the reporting Licensing 

Officer / Manager. 

 

 

5. The Role of Democratic Services Officer 

To summarise and record decision on individual matters and to provide help and 
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assistance to members of the public attending such meetings. 

 

 

6. Other Council Officers  

Other Council Officers may be in attendance at the hearing. Where their attendance 

is for a specific role the officer(s) will be introduced to the Committee along with 

details of their role. 

 

 

7. Timescales for holding a hearing 

The Council will arrange for hearings to be held as soon as reasonably practicable 

after the period for making representations has expired. 

 

 

8. Notice to be given of a hearing 

The Council will send Notice of Hearing (Appendix A) as soon as reasonably 

practicable and no less than 5 clear working days before the date of the hearing.   

The Agenda and hearing papers are published on the Council’s website no less than 

5 clear working days before the date of the hearing. If matters are to be considered 

in Part 2 of the hearing, only the agenda item will be published. 

 

 

9. Attendance/Non-Attendance 

All parties may attend the hearing. 

   

Applicants / licence holders may be accompanied by their legal representative or any 

other person who may be in attendance to speak on the applicants behalf.   A Notice 

of Attendance (Appendix B) should be completed and returned to the Public 

Protection Manager no later than 2 working days before the date of the hearing. 

 

Where an applicant does not attend the hearing and is not represented, the authority 

may continue with the hearing and consider any written material submitted by the 

party, or adjourn the hearing if it is in the public interest to do so. 

 

 

10. Withdrawal of representation 

Any party who wishes to withdraw any representations they have made, may do so 

by giving written notice to the Council no later than 24 hours prior to the date of the 

hearing, or orally at the hearing. 
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11. Outcome of the hearing 

It is anticipated that a decision will be made at the end of the hearing, following 

deliberation by the Committee.  In the event that a decision is not reached at the end 

of the hearing, each party will be sent notification of the outcome within 5 days 

thereafter. 

 

 

12. Procedure at the hearing 

Consideration of the Report may not commence until the subject of the report 

is present (unless they have indicated they will not be attending). Members of 

the Committee must refrain from discussing the report beforehand. 

 

Members must remain in the Hearing throughout.  Leaving during the course 

of the meeting will result in that Member not being entitled to vote. 

 

 

i. The Democratic Services Officer will bring the subject of the report (the 

applicant / licence holder) into the meeting, with their representative if 

attending, and introduce them to the Committee. 

ii. The Chairperson will introduce the Committee and the applicant / licence 

holder and then ask the applicant / licence holder (or representative) to 

confirm that he/she has received a copy of the relevant Committee report and 

understands the content of the report. The applicant/licence holder may ask 

for any points in the report to be clarified, or may challenge the report or ask 

to make a statement.  

iii. The Chairperson will explain to the applicant/licence holder the procedure for 

the hearing and if appropriate agree a set time for the applicant/licence holder 

and also other parties to speak.  The procedure is as follows: 

 

iv. The Licensing Officer/Manager will introduce the report to the Committee and 

read through the content. 

 

v. Any other parties making representations will address the Committee.  The 

Chairperson and Members may ask questions of these other parties as well 

as the applicant/licence holder. 

 

vi. The applicant / licence holder may make a statement (see ii above) and/or 

ask questions of the Committee and/or the officers/other parties.  
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vii. With permission of the Chairperson, the applicant may be permitted the right 

for a witness to speak on their behalf with regard to evidential issues 

concerning the hearing.  The applicant/licence holder must have placed the 

Council on notice of such intention by including details of the witness in their 

Notice of Attendance in Appendix B. 

 

viii. The Chairperson and members of the Committee may ask the applicant / 

licence holder about the report in front of them. The Committee may also refer 

to the officers, should there be any points they wish to have explained. 

 

ix. Questions asked of the applicant / licence holder will be proportionate and 

relevant to the matter under consideration and may not be unnecessarily 

intrusive (Human Rights Act 2000 will apply). The Council’s Legal Advisor(s) 

may intervene if the questioning exceeds reasonable limits. If appropriate 

and/or necessary, the officers may also ask questions of the applicant/licence 

holder. 

 

x. The applicant / licence holder will respond to the questions asked in his / her 

own words and to the best of his/her ability (unless he/she has asked a 

representative to speak on his/her behalf). 

 

xi. When the Committee has finished discussing the matter with the applicant / 

licence holder and the officers (the hearing), the Chairperson will ask the 

applicant/licence holder if there is anything else he/she wants to say. 

 

xii. All participants apart from the committee members, Legal Advisor(s), 

Monitoring/Deputy Monitoring Officer (if present)  and Committee 

Administrator will be asked to retire from the room while the Committee 

considers what it has heard and comes to its decision.  

 

Note: The Committee may call Officers back if any further advice is required 

during its deliberations. Any such advice given to the Committee at this stage 

will be explained and repeated in the presence of all of the parties. The 

applicant / licence holder (or representative) has an opportunity to comment 

on this before the Committee makes its final deliberation. If comment is made, 

a further recess may be needed by the Committee. 

 

The Council’s Legal Advisor(s) will inform the Committee whether the advice 

already given has varied in response to the comment by anyone. 

 

xiii. When the Committee has reached its decision and the Committee 

Administrator has recorded the findings of facts, decision and any reasons / 

extra conditions required, if appropriate, the other participants will be called 

back into the meeting to be informed of the Committee’s decision. 
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xiv. Following the meeting, the applicant / licence holder will receive a formal 

written confirmation of the Committee decision, if necessary, within a very 

short period (usually within five working days), together with information on 

how to appeal against the decision. 

 

 

 

13. Access by the Public and Press 

The hearing will be conducted in public except where the Council decides it is 

satisfied that it is necessary in all the circumstances of the case that all or part of 

the hearing should be in private, having regard to :- 

 

a) Any unfairness to a party that is likely to result from a hearing in public; 

and 

b) The need to protect as far as possible, the commercial or other legitimate 

interests of a party. 

Public and press will be excluded from the part of the hearing when they 

Committee discuss what decision to make in the case. 

 

 

14. Disruptive Behaviour  
 

The Committee may require any person attending the hearing who in its opinion 

is behaving in a disruptive manner to leave the hearing and may: - 

 

a) Refuse to permit that person to return; 

b) Permit them to return only on such conditions as the Committee may 

specify. 

Any such person may, before the end of the hearing, submit to the Committee in 

writing any information which they would have been entitled to give orally had 

they not been required to leave and that information shall be taken into account 

in the Committee’s determination. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The purpose of this guidance is to explain the procedures for conducting licensing 

hearings in the consideration of  licensing applications, received by the Council, the 

work and responsibilities of the Licensing Committee and Sub-Committee and a 

description of the roles of the committee and officers is also provided. 

Appearing before a committee of councillors can be a daunting prospect for some 

people.  The intention of this guidance is to provide a clear and concise explanation 

of what can be expected. 

The guidance is generally aimed at:- 
 

 Licence holders and applicants or their representatives 

 Legal Practitioners 

 Consultees (e.g. Police, Fire Authority etc) 

 Other Interested Persons 

 
2. The Role of the Committee 

 

The Licensing Committee and Licensing Sub-Committee has full delegated authority 

to deal with Licensing Act 2003 and Gambling Act 2005 functions under a scheme of 

delegation.  This includes all powers (including enforcement) in respect of any 

approval, consent, licence, permission or registration for which the Committees are 

responsible. 

 

Where there are no relevant representations or objections for the grant or renewal of 

any licence, registration, permission or consent for which the Licensing Committee or 

Sub-Committee is responsible these matters will normally be dealt with by the Public 

Protection Manager. 

 

Full details of the Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and Public 

Protection Manager’s delegations can be found in the Constitution of the Council 

Part 3(1) and 3(2) respectively. Barrow Borough Council’s Statement of Licensing 

Policy states: The Licensing Committee will consist of twelve Councillors.  Licensing 

Sub-Committees of three Councillors are expected to consider the bulk of 

applications where a hearing is necessary.  Ward Councillors will not sit on Sub-

Committee involving an application within their ward. 
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3. The Role of Legal Advisors 

 

The legal advisors are not a party to the hearing. Their role is to provide the 

Committee with any advice it requires to properly perform its functions, whether or 

not the Members have requested that advice on:- 

 

 questions of law (including human rights); 

 questions of mixed fact and law; 

 matters of practice and procedure; 

 the range of options available to the Committee; 

 any relevant decision of higher courts; 

 relevant national guidance or policy; 

 other issues relevant to the matter before the Committee; 

 the appropriate decision-making structure to be applied to any given case; 

and / or 

 Constitutional matters. 

 
To provide independent advice or clarification on any procedural, technical or legal 

matter at any time during the hearing.  

 

The Legal Advisors may ask questions of witnesses and the parties in order to clarify 

the evidence and any issues. 

 

When the Committee withdraws to make its determination/decision, the Legal 

Advisors will join the Committee in order to give advice.  The substance of advice 

given will be repeated when the Committee returns to the hearing, so that all parties 

have an opportunity to comment upon it. The Legal Advisors will then confirm or 

amend the advice. 

 
The Legal Advisors will take no part in making findings of fact/the decision making 

process but may assist the Committee by reminding it of relevant evidence given 

during the hearing, taken from his own notes or the Committee Administrator’s notes, 

and formulating reasons and recording those reasons. 

 

The Legal Advisors may assist unrepresented parties to present their case, but will 

not become an advocate for the party concerned. 
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4. The Role of Licensing Officer / Manager 

 

To outline the application / issue to be considered, any relevant representations and 

refer to the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy / Guidelines and statutory 

guidance. 

In a case where the Council has made relevant representations, that representation 

will be prepared and presented by an officer other than the reporting Licensing 

Officer / Manager. 

 
5. The Role of Democratic Services Officer 

 

To take a record of the hearing (record will be kept for 6 years from the date of 

determination or where an appeal is lodged, the disposal of the appeal);  

To summarise and record decision on individual matters; and  

To provide help and assistance to members of the public attending such meetings. 

 

6. Other Council Officers  

 

Other Council Officers may be in attendance at the hearing. Where their attendance 

is for a specific role, the officer(s) will be introduced to the Committee along with 

details of their role. 

 

7. Timescales for holding a hearing 

 

The Council will arrange for hearings to be held as soon as reasonably practicable 

after the period for making representations has expired and in accordance with 

regulation 5 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005. 

 

8. Notice to be given of a hearing 

 

Notice of hearing will be given in accordance with regulation 6 and 7 of the Licensing 

Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005.  

 

Notice of two working days before the day of the hearing, or the first day where the 

hearing is to be held on more than one day, will be given in the case of a hearing 

relating to:- 
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 Cancellation of interim authority notice following police objection; or 

 Counter notice following police objection to temporary event notice. 

 
Notice of no later than five working days before the day of the hearing, or the first 

day where the hearing is to be held on more than one day, will be given in the case 

of a hearing relating to:- 

 A review of a premises licence following a closure order; 

 Determination of an application for conversion of an existing licence; 

 Determination of an application for conversion of a club certificate; or 

 Determination of an application by a holder of justices’ licence for the grant of 

a personal licence. 

 
In any other case Notice of no later than ten working days before the day of the 

hearing, or the first day where the hearing is to be held on more than one day. 

 The Council will send Notice of Hearing (Appendix A) along with the following 

information:-  

 Information regarding the rights of a party in relation rights of attendance, 

assistance and representation; 

 Representations and supporting information; 

 Details of the consequences if a party does not attend or is not represented at 

the hearing; 

 The procedure to be followed at the hearing;  

 Any particular points on which the authority considers that it will want 

clarification at the hearing from a party; and 

 Documents listed in column 3 of the table in Schedule 3 of the Licensing Act 

2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005. 

  
The same information will be provided to those person listed in column 2 of the table 

in Schedule 3 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005. 

Hearing papers will be distributed no less than 5 clear working days before the date 

of the hearing. 

 

9. Form of Notice 

 

All notices must be given in writing. 
 
 
10. Attendance / Non-Attendance 

 

All parties may attend the hearing.   
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Applicants may be accompanied by their legal representative or any other person 

who may be in attendance to speak on the applicants behalf.   

A Notice of Attendance (Appendix B) detailing whether he intends to attend or be 

represented at the hearing or whether he considers a hearing to be unnecessary 

should be completed and returned to the Environmental Health Manager within the 

following timescales: - 

Notice of no later than one working day before the day of the hearing, or the first 

day where the hearing is to be held on more than one day, shall be given in the case 

of a hearing relating to:- 

 Cancellation of interim authority notice following police objection; or 

 Counter notice following police objection to temporary event notice. 

 
Notice of no later than two working days before the day of the hearing, or the first 

day where the hearing is to be held on more than one day, shall be given in the case 

of a hearing relating to:- 

 A review of a premises licence following a closure order; 

 Determination of an application for conversion of an existing licence; 

 Determination of an application for conversion of a club certificate; or 

 Determination of an application by a holder of justices’ licence for the grant of 

a personal licence. 

 
In any other case Notice of no later than five working days before the day of the 

hearing, or the first day where the hearing is to be held on more than one day. 

In a case where a party wishes any other person (other than the person he intends 

to represent him at the hearing) to appear at the hearing, the notice shall contain a 

request for permission for such other person to appear at the hearing accompanied 

by details of the name of that person and a brief description of the point or points on 

which that person may be able to assist the authority in relation to the application, 

representations or notice of the party making the request. 

  

11. Non-Attendance 

 

Where an applicant does not attend the hearing and is not represented, the authority 

may continue with the hearing in their absence and consider any written material 

submitted by the party, or adjourn the hearing if it is in the public interest to do so. 

The Parties will be notified of the date, time and place to which the hearing has been 
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adjourned. 

 
12. Right to dispose with the hearing if all parties agree 

 

Following notice being given by any persons defined in the Act, the Council may 

dispense with holding a hearing, if all persons required by the Act agree that such a 

hearing is unnecessary. 

If the Council determines that a hearing is unnecessary, the Council will give notice 

to all parties. 

 

13. Withdrawal of representation 

 

Any party who wishes to withdraw any representations they have made, may do so 

by giving written notice to the Council no later than 24 hours prior to the date of the 

hearing, or orally at the hearing. 

 
14. Extension of time limits 

 

The Council may extend a time limit provided for in the Licensing Act 2003 

(Hearings) Regulations 2005 where it considers this to be necessary in the public 

interest and subject to regulation 13.  

 

15. Outcome of the hearing 

 
In the case of a hearing in relation to an:- 

 Application to vary premises licence made at the same time as an application 

for conversion of an existing licence under paragraph 2 of Schedule 8; 

 Application to vary licence to specify individual as premises supervisor made 

at the same time as an application for conversion of an existing club certificate 

under paragraph 14 of Schedule 8; 

 A counter notice following police objection to temporary event notice; 

 A review of premises licence following closure order; 

 Determination of application for conversion of existing licence; 

 Determination of application for conversion of existing club certificate, or 

 Determination of application by holder of a justices' licence for grant of 

personal licence), 

 
the authority must make its determination at the conclusion of the hearing.  
In any other case the authority will make its determination within the period of five 
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working days beginning with the day or the last day on which the hearing was held. 

Once a decision has been made, the Chairman will invite the Legal Advisor(s) to 

announce in public any legal advice he / she has given in private.  

The Chairman will read out the decision of the application and the reasons for the 

decision (unless the Committee is unable to reach a determination at the conclusion 

of the hearing).  

The Chairman will explain that all parties will be notified of the outcome of the 

decision and reasons for the decision in writing.  

If the Committee is unable to reach a decision, the Chairman will explain that all 

parties will be notified as soon as possible but no later than five working days 

beginning with the day or the last day on which the hearing was held of the decision 

and the reasons for such. 

 
16. Procedure at the hearing 

 

Consideration of the Report may not commence until the subject of the report is 

present (unless they have indicated they will not be attending). Members of the 

Committee must refrain from discussing the report beforehand. 

Members must remain in the hearing throughout.  Leaving during the course of the 

meeting will result in that Member not being entitled to vote. 

 
i. The Democratic Services Officer will bring the subject of the report (the 

applicant / licence holder) into the meeting, with their representative if 

attending, and introduce them to the Committee. 

ii. The Chairperson will introduce the Committee and the applicant / licence 

holder and then ask the applicant / licence holder (or representative) to 

confirm that he/she has received a copy of the relevant Committee report and 

understands the content of the report. The applicant / licence holder may ask 

for any points in the report to be clarified, or may challenge the report or ask 

to make a statement.  

iii. The Chairperson will explain to the applicant / licence holder the procedure for 
the hearing.  The Chairperson will also consider any request made by a party 
for permission for another person to appear at the hearing.  Such permission 
will not unreasonably be withheld. 
 

The procedure is as follows: 
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iv. The Licensing Officer/Manager will introduce the report to the Committee and 
read through the content. 

 

v. Any other parties making representations will address the Committee.  The 
Chairperson and Members may ask questions of these other parties as well 
as the applicant / licence holder. 

 

vi. All parties will be allowed an equal maximum period of time in which to 
exercise their rights 

 
vii. The applicant / licence holder may make a statement (see ii above) and/or 

ask questions of the Committee and/or the officers/other parties.  
 
viii. With permission of the Chairperson, the applicant may be permitted the right 

for a witness to speak on their behalf with regard to evidential issues 
concerning the hearing.  The applicant / licence holder must have placed the 
Council on notice of such intention by including details of the witness in their 
Notice of Attendance in Appendix B. 

 

ix. The Chairperson and members of the Committee may ask the applicant / 
licence holder about the report in front of them. The Committee may also refer 
to the officers, should there be any points they wish to have explained. 

 

x. Questions asked of the applicant / licence holder will be proportionate and 
relevant to the matter under consideration and may not be unnecessarily 
intrusive (Human Rights Act 2000 will apply). The Council’s Legal Advisors 
may intervene if the questioning exceeds reasonable limits. If appropriate 
and/or necessary, the officers may also ask questions of the applicant / 
licence holder. 

 
xi. The applicant / licence holder will respond to the questions asked in his/her 

own words and to the best of his/her ability (unless he/she has asked a 
representative to speak on his/her behalf). 

 
xii. When the Committee has finished discussing the matter with the applicant / 

licence holder and the officers (the hearing), the Chairperson will ask the 
applicant / licence holder if there is anything else he/she wants to say. 

 
xiii. All participants apart from the committee members, Legal Advisors, 

Monitoring/Deputy Monitoring Officer (if present)  and Committee 
Administrator will be asked to retire from the room while the Committee 
considers what it has heard and comes to its decision.  

 
Note: The Committee may call officers back if any further advice is required 
during its deliberations. Any such advice given to the Committee at this stage 
will be explained and repeated in the presence of all of the parties. The 
applicant / licence holder (or representative) has an opportunity to comment 
on this before the Committee makes its final deliberation. If comment is made, 
a further recess may be needed by the Committee. 
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The Council’s Legal Advisors will inform the Committee whether the advice 
already given has varied in response to the comment by anyone. 

 
xiii. When the Committee has reached its decision and the Committee 

Administrator has recorded the findings of facts, decision and any 
reasons/extra conditions required, if appropriate, the other participants will be 
called back into the meeting to be informed of the Committee’s decision. 
 

xiv. Following the meeting, the applicant / licence holder will receive a formal 
written confirmation of the Committee decision, if necessary, within a very 
short period (usually within five working days), together with information on 
how to appeal against the decision. 

 
 

17. Access by the Public and Press 

 

The hearing will be conducted in public except where the Council decides it is 

satisfied that it is necessary in all the circumstances of the case that all or part of the 

hearing should be in private, having regard to :- 

 Any unfairness to a party that is likely to result from a hearing in public; and 

 The need to protect as far as possible, the commercial or other legitimate 

interests of a party. 

 
Public and press will be excluded from the part of the hearing when they Committee 

discuss what decision to make in the case. 

 
 

18. Disruptive Behaviour 

 

The Committee may require any person attending the hearing who in its opinion is 

behaving in a disruptive manner to leave the hearing and may: - 

 Refuse to permit that person to return; or 

 Permit them to return only on such conditions as the Council may specify. 

 
Any such person may, before the end of the hearing, submit to the Council in writing 

any information which they would have been entitled to give orally had they not been 

required to leave and that information shall be taken into account in the Committee’s 

determination. 
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Part One

LICENSING REGULATORY COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting: 7th November, 2019

Reporting Officer: Public Protection Manager

(D)
Agenda 

Item

Title: Licensing Fee Setting

Report Summary: The report sets out the proposed fees for those licensing regimes 
where the Council has the power to set its own fees. The fees are based on full cost 
recovery following an annual review and public consultation.

The proposed fees, will enable the Council to recover its reasonable costs in 
processing and determining licence applications and also to achieve compliance with 
the appropriate legislation. The purpose of this Report is to set the Licensing Fees 
for 2019/20, effective from 1st January 2020.

Recommendation:

a) Approve the fees detailed in this report to achieve full cost recovery with effect 
from 1st January 2020;

b) Instruct Officers to publish the Notice of Licensing Fees and Charges; and

c) Confirm the Councils Policy on the duration and grant of 3 year drivers and 5 
year operators licences.

1. Background

The majority of the locally set licensing fees have undergone an annual review 
following the draft out-turn budget, with the exception of those locally set fees under 
the Gambling Act 2005. The Licensing Regulatory Committee has delegated 
authority to set the Council’s licensing fees and proposed fees are based on the out-
turn budget for the previous year (2018/19) and full cost recovery.

1.1 Service Costs

The total cost of delivering the Council’s licensing functions in 2018/19 was 
£336,938.62. This includes the cost of the licensing functions whose fees are 
prescribed by statute, for example the Licensing Act 2003 and other non-
rechargeable activities. These figures have been deducted from the total figure 
above which leaves a base figure of £154,058.48 to be recovered through the 
following licence fees:-

 Hackney carriage drivers’ and vehicle licences;
 Private hire drivers’, vehicle and operator licences;
 Street Trading consents;
 Sex Establishments;
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 Pleasure Boats & Boatmen;
 Animal Welfare Licensing (Pet Shops, Animal Borders, Exhibitors, Dog Breeders, 

Dangerous Wild Animals, Riding Establishments and Zoos);
 Scrap Metal Dealers; and
 Skin Treatments (Tattooists, skin piercers etc.).

1.2 Service Income

The income for same period (2018/19) was £102,717.41, leaving a total deficit of
£51,341.07 for the year. 

Deficit Recovery

In addition to the above, at its Meeting of the 17th May 2018, Members agreed to 
recover the previous years deficit against a number of license holders and applicants 
over two years, to ease the financial burden on individuals, leaving an outstanding 
deficit of £22,161.30 from: 

Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Drivers £12,183.69
Private Hire Vehicles £  5,121.51
Private Hire Operators £  1,728.69
Pleasure Boats and Boatmen £     472.13   

The projected income from the licensing fees detailed below for 2019/20 is  
£159,389.67. Income fluctuates year on year, as licences are granted for different 
durations (e.g. 1 / 3 / 5 years.)

2. New and Amended Licensing Regimes

 On 31st October 2018, the new Animal Welfare Regulations 2018 came into force. 
A new fee structure is proposed. The Regulations provide for the determination of 
a fee payable upon application and an grant fee. Individual licence applications are 
assessed by a veterinary surgeon where necessary. The applicant would also be 
responsible for the vets fees.

 Following this years review of Street Trading and the removal of the town centre 
prohibitions, a range of Consent fees have been calculated. 

 The Deregulation Act 2015 amended the section of the Local Government 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 that deals with the duration of drivers’ 
licences for hackney carriage and private hire vehicles and for private hire 
operators. Although the legislation states that a driver’s licence shall be granted for 
3 years and an operator’s licence for 5 years there are circumstances in which it 
may be appropriate to grant a licence for a shorted period, for example; where the 
licence holder does not have the right to work in the UK beyond a specific date. 

Members agreed a phased implementation of these provisions, based on the DBS 
renewal. Officers have encouraged licenced drivers to take advantage of the new 
amendments; a 3 year licence fee is less expensive than three 1 year licences 
however, to date only around 50% of drivers hold a 3 year licence. Similarly, 60% 
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of Operators hold a 5 year licence. 

Furthermore, the Councils adopted policy on the fitness of licensed drivers states:

1.8 Licences will be issued for a three year period, in the absence of any other 
limitation that causes the Council to issue a shorter duration licence.

To complete the timely implementation, from the date of approval of these fees, 
drivers licences will only be issued for 3 years and operators for 5 years. However, 
Members are asked to approve 1 year fees for both licenced drivers and 
operators, to be applicable in extenuating circumstances only, such as for medical 
reasons or due to an individuals immigration status.

3. Proposed Fees effective from 18th November 2019

APPLICATION 
FEE GRANT FEE

Licence Fee 
(Rounded) 

£

Type of Licence Total Part A (inc 
% Surplus / 

Deficit 
Adjustment)

Total Part B 
(inc % Surplus 

/ Deficit 
Adjustment)

*Fee NOT 
Subject to 

the 
European 
Services 
Directive

Current 
Fees

(Total) 
(2018/19)

Taxi & Private Hire Licences    
Hackney Carriage Driver (1 Yr) Exceptional 
Circumstances *£ 197 £ 178

Hackney Carriage Driver (3 Yr) *£ 309 £ 257
Hackney Carriage Driver - Renewal (1 Yr) Exceptional 
Circumstances *£ 177 £ 157 

Hackney Carriage Driver - Renewal (3 Yr) *£ 289 £ 235 
Private Hire Driver (1 Yr) Exceptional Circumstances *£ 197 £ 178
Private Hire Driver (3 Yr) *£ 309 £ 257
Private Hire Driver -  Renewal (1 Yr) Exceptional 
Circumstances *£ 177 £ 157 

Private Hire Driver - Renewal (3 Yr) *£ 289 £ 235 
Driver Dual Licence - New (1 Yr) Exceptional 
Circumstances *£ 210 £ 187 

Driver Dual Licence - New (3 Yr) *£ 331 £ 304 
Driver Dual Licence - Renewal (1 Yr) Exceptional 
Circumstances *£ 204 £ 181 

Driver Dual Licence  - Renewal (3 Yr) *£ 334 £ 298 
Hackney Carriage Vehicle (New & Renewal) *£ 189 £ 157 
Private Hire Vehicle (New & Renewal) *£ 168 £ 141 
Private Hire Operator NEW (1 Yr) Exceptional 
Circumstances *£ 312 £ 239 

Private Hire Operator RENEWAL (1 Yr) Exceptional 
Circumstances *£ 312 £ 427 
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Private Hire Operator NEW / RENEWAL (5 Yr) *£ 554 £ 427

Street Trading Consents
Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL 
(NON-FOOD) £ 123 £ 80 

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL 
(FOOD - Registered with Barrow BC)) £ 141 £ 80 £ 462

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL 
(FOOD - Registered outside Barrow BC) £ 142 £ 134 £ 462

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) MOBILE 
(NON-FOOD) £ 138 £ 78 

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) MOBILE 
(FOOD Registered with BBC) £ 157 £ 78 £ 309

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) MOBILE 
(FOOD Registered outside BBC) £ 157 £ 134 £ 309

Town Centre Street Trading
Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (New & 
Renewal) ANNUAL (NON-FOOD) £ 120 £ 578 

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (New & 
Renewal) ANNUAL (FOOD - Registered with Barrow BC) £ 140 £ 577 £ 462

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL 
TOWN CENTRE (FOOD - Registered outside Barrow BC) £ 140 £ 632 £ 462

Street Trading Events
Street Trading Consents EVENTS (Non-Food) £ 116 £ 86 £ 293
Street Trading Consents EVENTS (Food - Registered 
with Barrow BC) £ 136 £  85 £ 293

Street Trading Consents EVENTS (Food - Registered 
outside Barrow BC) £ 136 £ 140 £ 293

Street Trading Consents EVENTS (Existing Barrow BC 
Consent Holders / Retailers) £ 53 £ 64 £ 293

Street Trading (Continental/Travelling Markets)
Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (Markets) Upto 
10 Stalls £ 166 £ 999 £ 1,680

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (Markets) Upto 
15 Stalls £ 166 £ 1,447 £ 1,680

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (Markets) Upto 
20 Stalls £ 166 £ 1,896 £ 1,680

Sex Establishments
Sex establishments (New) £ 258 £ 71 £ 157
Sex establishments (Renewal) £ 240 £ 71 £ 138

Boats & Boatmen
Pleasure boats £ 160 £ 50 £ 223 
Boatmen £ 130 £ 50 £ 198 

Animal Welfare (*an additional VETs fee may be payable)
Selling Animals as Pets * £ 156 £ 105 £ 286
Provision of Boarding for Cats or Dogs * £ 156 £ 105 £ 159
Provision of Home Boarding for Dogs * £ 156 £ 105 £ 132
Provision of Day Care for Dogs * £ 156 £ 105 
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Hiring Out Horses * £ 156 £ 105 £ 222
Breeding Dogs * £ 156 £ 105 £ 182
Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition * £ 156 £ 105 
Variation Application for above. * £ 114 £ 93 
Dangerous Wild Animals * £ 161 £ 92 £ 200

Scrap Metal
Scrap Metal dealers (Premises) *£  328 £ 261 
Scrap Metal dealers (Collectors) *£  286 £ 315 
Scrap Metal dealers (Variation) *£ 96 £ 142 

Skin Treatments
Skin (Person) £ 156 £ 60 £ 133 
Skin (Premises) £ 144 £ 60 £ 160 

Zoo (* additional Defra Inspectors / Inspections Fees may be payable)
Zoo (Dis-Application of the Act) * £ 121 £ 35 £ 150 
Zoo (New) * £ 5,246 £ 176 £ 24,170 
Zoo (Renewal) * £ 5,246 £ 176 £ 24,170 
Zoo (Transfer) * £ 1,187 £ 75 £ 1,474 

Zoo Maintenance (Calculated Annually) £ 6,185 

4. Significant Variations from Current fees.

 Private Hire & Taxi Licensing. Increase due to recovery of 2017/18 and 2018/19 
deficits. 

 Street Trading, Pleasure Boats & Boatmen. Increase due to recovery of 2018/19 
deficit.

 Animal Welfare. New Licensing regime. 

 Zoo Maintenance. Decrease due reduced compliance monitoring (improved 
compliance) and inspections being recharged directly.

5. Fee Setting Methodology

5.1 European Services Directive

The European Union Services Directive - 2006/123/EC (the Directive) was given 
effect in UK law via the Provision of Services Regulations 2009 (SI2009/2999). This 
Directive and the Regulations contain provisions about the fees which may be 
charged under relevant licensing regimes within the scope of the Directive. In 
particular licensing authorities may not set fees that are dissuasive, and any fees 
must be reasonable and proportionate to the cost of the licensing process and the 
issuing of the licence. These provisions have been taken into account in setting the 
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fees set out in this report.

In addition, a recent judgment of the Supreme Court in a case involving Westminster 
City Council has provided further clarification of the type of costs which may be taken 
into account when setting fees, and when fees may be payable. The judgment of the 
Supreme Court established a licensing regime may operate on the basis that an 
applicant must pay:

(i) on making the application, the costs of the application process and,
(ii) on the application being successful, a further fee to cover the costs 

of the running and enforcement of the licensing regime.

Following this decision, the locally set licensing regime fees, for which the Directive 
relate have been calculated so that they identify the costs for processing the 
application through to determination (Part A) and the cost for running and the 
enforcement of the licensing regime (Part B).

5.2 Methodology

The methodology used to calculate the fees is summarised below and is based on 
actual time spent by Officers and associated costs of administering and operating the 
Licensing regime at full cost recovery. The fees take account of:

 Administration costs associated with the initial application and fee handling;
 Officer costs;
 Direct costs such as the cost of identification badges, plates and DVLA checks;
 Support Services costs including Recharges, Overheads, IT maintenance, 

Professional advice and Advertising;
 Administration and Management costs; and
 Adjustments to take into account any surplus or deficit from the 2018/19 out-turn 

budget.

The full detailed fee setting methodology is attached at Appendix 1 and includes:

 an example of the time Activity Logs produced for each application process at 
Appendix 2;

 details of any additional costs at Appendix 3; and

 the Fee Setting Summary that combines all costs apportioned to locally set fees, 
at Appendix 4.

6. Public Consultation

Prior to this meeting a copy of the proposed fees and charges were sent direct to the 
Furness Taxi Trade Association, all Private Hire Operators and to those licensees 
who we hold a valid email address in relation to taxi and private hire licensing (304 
individual email addresses), the Street Trading Consent Holders, Barrow BID and the 
Zoo operator regarding their annual Maintenance fee, requesting any pre-
consultation comments.
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1.1.Pre-consultation Comments

Two comments were received in relation to Taxi and Private Licensing and are 
reproduced below:

I object to the proposed fees when the licensing authority, the department that you 
are accountable for, are failing to deliver a fair and comprehensive service.
The licence holders are paying more and more money for a poorer service.
The restriction on time to do business at the town hall is unreasonable with 
increasing fees.

Hackney Carriage Driver and Vehicle Licence Holder.

and

I can confirm that the Furness Taxi Trade Association wishes to formally object to 
any rise in licensing fees.
It is widely felt within the trade that any raise in fees is totally unjustified in light of 
the deteriorating service that we receive in return for the licensing fees we pay.
The hours that the department is available for taxi and private hire renewals etc 
has been drastically cut leading to great difficulty and inconvenience to the trade. 
Taxi rank signage has been asked for and promised over and over again for the 
last few years with absolutely no results. Mistakes have been made by licencing 
which have led to a lot of stress and ill-feeling from the trade. There have been 
decisions made which greatly affect the livelihoods of drivers without adequate 
consultation and very little attempt has been made to hold the promised taxi liaison 
meetings which are vital to the trade.    
We feel that if the licensing department is to be seen as serious about consultation 
then a liaison meeting should be held to explain and discuss these proposals 
before any report goes before the licensing committee. 

Secretary
Furness Taxi Trade Association 

Barrow BID commented in relation to Street Trading Fees as outlined below:

I have discussed your proposal with Barrow BID board members and due to your 
very tight timescales our response is:

With the proposed development of the outdoor market in the Future High Street 
Fund application and our own Programme of Improvement document, we would 
like to formally request the allocation of Market Charter along Dalton Rd between 
Portland Walk and Harrison Street, (see attached letter) which will provide a 
location for; regular outdoor market traders, specialist markets and outdoor traders 
at specialist events. 

Barrow BID would like the feedback deadline of the 16th September extending so 
that we can conduct some consultancy with BID Levy payers using social media 
and email communication.
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I would welcome further discussion and a meeting with yourself and council 
members regarding this topic and how a carefully considered street trading 
strategy can help regenerate the town centre and also support the Borough 
Council. 

Barrow BID also requested a reduction of the fees in relation to Events. For 
information, Market Charter is not covered by street trading consent legislation.

Cumbria Zoo Company Limited responded in relation to their Zoo Maintenance fee:

We are comfortable with the amounts which rightly covers the expense the zoo 
brings on the Borough.

CEO
Cumbria Zoo Company Ltd
Zoo Offices
Melton Terrace
Lindal in Furness
Cumbria
LA12 0LU 

No further comments were received.

1.2.Public Consultation

All of the approved fees are to be published in The Mail from Monday 11th November 
2019. In addition, there is a specific formal consultation period for Hackney Carriage 
& Private Hire Vehicle Licence fees and for Private Hire Operators fees, giving 
members of the public 28 days to make representations. A public notice will also be 
on display at the Town Hall and on the Barrow Borough Council Website. 

Any adverse responses, as part of the formal public consultation, will be brought back 
to this Committee for consideration.

7. Partial Deficit Recovery

Members will note that a number of licences types have seen a significant increase 
from the previous year. This is in the main, due to full recovery of the previous deficit.

The administration and operation of the Licensing regime is able to operate at full 
cost recovery. However, should Members consider amending the proposed licensing 
fees, which has been the practice adopted in previous years to ease the burden on 
individual licence holders, Officers will calculate the remaining deficit accordingly and 
recharge in the following year. 

8. Options

a) Approve the fees detailed in this report to achieve full cost recovery with effect 
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from 1st January 2020; or 

b) Amend the fees detailed in this report to achieve partial cost recovery with effect 
from 1st January 2020; and 

c) Instruct Officers to publish the Notice of Licensing Fees and Charges and 
conduct the formal 28 day consultation on Hackney Carriage & Private Hire 
Vehicle Licence fees and for Private Hire Operators fees; and

d) Confirm that from the date of approval of these fees, private hire and hackney 
carriage drivers licences will only be issued for 3 years and private hire operators 
for 5 years, in accordance with Sections 53 and 55 of the Local Government 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, unless there are extenuating circumstances 
such as an individuals immigration status.

8. Recommendation

a) Approve the fees detailed in this report to achieve full cost recovery with effect 
from 1st January 2020; and

b) Instruct Officers to publish the Notice of Licensing Fees and Charges and conduct 
the formal 28 day consultation on Hackney Carriage & Private Hire Vehicle 
Licence fees and for Private Hire Operators fees; and

c) Confirm that from the date of approval of these fees, private hire and hackney 
carriage drivers licences will only be issued for 3 years and private hire operators 
for 5 years, in accordance with Sections 53 and 55 of the Local Government 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, unless there are extenuating circumstances 
such as an individuals immigration status.

9. Reason for Recommendation

a) For those licences which allow fees to be set locally, the licensing authority is 
allowed to recover its reasonable costs in processing and determining licence 
applications and also achieve compliance with the appropriate legislation.

b) The administration and operation of the Licensing regime is able to operate at full 
cost recovery.

c) The fees are reviewed annually and should a surplus or deficit occur as part of the 
final outturn position for the financial year, this will be taken into account when 
setting the fees in the next financial year.

d) Only issuing 3 year drivers licences and 5 year operator licences reduces the 
burden on licence holders and the Council alike and licence holders will also 
benefit financially. This is in accordance with Sections 53 and 55 of the Local 
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 and the Councils adopted 
policy on the fitness of licensed drivers. 

10. Considerations
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(i) Legal Implications

The Licensing Authority can set its own fees for the licensing regimes listed in this 
report. The fee must be reasonable and cover the Council’s costs in the 
administration and the processing of those application types and further costs to 
ensure compliance.
All of the above regimes are covered by the European Union Services Directive. 
Regulation 18 of the Provision of Services Regulations 2009 which implements the 
EU Services Directive into UK law requires that fees charged in relating to 
authorisations must be proportionate to the effective cost of the process. The 
proposed fees must recover the council’s costs in relation to the licensing process 
and cannot be used as an economic deterrent or to raise funds.

The fees as proposed should enable to Council to recover its reasonable costs.

The various fee setting powers are detailed below: 

Private Hire and Hackney Carriage Drivers:

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, Section 53 

“may demand and recover for the grant to any person of a licence to drive a hackney 
carriage, or a private hire vehicle, as the case may be, such a fee as they consider 
reasonable with a view to recovering the costs of issue and administration and may 
remit the whole or part of the fee in respect of a private hire vehicle in any case in 
which they think it appropriate to do so.”

Private Hire and Hackney Carriage Vehicles and Private Hire Operators:

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, Section 70 
Specified fee of £25 unless the procedure contained in section 70 (3) is followed. 
“a district council may charge such fees for the grant of vehicle and operators’ 
licences as may be resolved by them from time to time and as may be sufficient in 
the aggregate to cover in whole or in part—

(a) the reasonable cost of the carrying out by or on behalf of the district council 
of inspections of hackney carriages and private hire vehicles for the purpose 
of determining whether any such licence should be granted or renewed;

(b) the reasonable cost of providing hackney carriage stands; and
(c) any reasonable administrative or other costs in connection with the foregoing 

and with the control and supervision of hackney carriages and private hire 
vehicles.”

Street Trading:

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982, Schedule 4, Section 9

“(1) A district council may charge such fees as they consider reasonable for the grant 
or renewal of a street trading licence or a street trading consent.
(3)A council may determine different fees for different types of licence or consent 
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and, in particular, but without prejudice to the generality of this sub-paragraph, may 
determine fees differing according—

(a) to the duration of the licence or consent;
(b) to the street in which it authorises trading; and
(c) to the descriptions of articles in which the holder is authorised to trade.”

Sex Shops and Establishments:

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982, Schedule 3, Para 19

“An applicant for the grant, variation, renewal or transfer of a licence under this 
schedule shall pay a reasonable fee determined by the appropriate authority.”

Pleasure Boats and Boatmen:

Public Health Acts Amendment Act 1907, Section 94(1).

“(1) The local authority may grant upon such terms and conditions as they may think 
fit licences for pleasure boats and pleasure vessels to be let for hire or to be used for 
carrying passengers for hire, and to the persons in charge of or navigating such 
boats and vessels, and may charge for each type of licence such annual fee as 
appears to  them to be appropriate.”

Animal Welfare:

The Animal Welfare (Licensing of Activities Involving Animals) (England) 
Regulations 2018

“13.(1) A local authority may charge such fees as it considers necessary for—
(a) the consideration of an application for the grant, renewal or variation of a 
licence including any inspection relating to that consideration, and for the grant, 
renewal or variation,
(b) the reasonable anticipated costs of consideration of a licence holder’s 
compliance with these Regulations and the licence conditions to which the licence 
holder is subject in circumstances other than those described in sub-paragraph (a) 
including any inspection relating to that consideration,
(c) the reasonable anticipated costs of enforcement in relation to any licensable 
activity of an unlicensed operator, and
(d) the reasonable anticipated costs of compliance with regulation 29.

(2) The fee charged for the consideration of an application for the grant, renewal or 
variation of a licence and for any inspection relating to that consideration must not 
exceed the reasonable costs of that consideration and related inspection.”

Dangerous Wild Animals:

Dangerous Wild Animals Act 1976, Section 1(2)(e)

“[The application] is accompanied by such fee as the authority may stipulate (being a 
fee which is in the authority’s opinion sufficient to meet the direct and indirect costs 
which it may incur as a result of the application)”
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Zoo Licencing:

Zoo Licensing Act 1981 (As amended), Section 15

(2)Subject to this section, the local authority may charge such reasonable fees as 
they may determine in respect of—

(a) applications for the grant, renewal or transfer of licences;
(b) the grant, renewal, alteration or transfer of licences;

(5) The local authority shall secure that the amount of all the fees and other sums 
charged by them under this section in a year is sufficient to cover the reasonable 
expenditure incurred by the authority in the year by virtue of this Act.

Skin Treatments:

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982, Sections 14(6) & 15(6)

“A local authority may charge such reasonable fees as they may determine for 
registration under this section”

Scrap Metal Dealers (Premises and Collectors):

Scrap Metal Dealers Act 2013 Sched 1 para 6

“(1) An application must be accompanied by a fee set by the authority.
(2) In setting a fee under this paragraph, the authority must have regard to any 
guidance issued from time to time by the Secretary of State with the approval of the 
Treasury.”

(ii) Risk Assessment

Not Applicable.

(iii) Financial Implications

If the proposed fee structure results in a surplus or loss for the financial year there 
will be an appropriate reduction or increase in fees as the case may be for the 
following financial year.

If licensing fees are set without having regard to the core principles of the European 
Union Services Directive: non-discriminatory; justified; proportionate; clear; objective; 
made public in advance; and transparent and accessible, they can be challenged and 
the Council could be ordered to refund fees and any legal costs.

The Council will manage any timing issues through its financial reserves to maintain 
an overall full cost recovery position for licensing.

(iv) Key Priorities or Corporate Aims

Service Delivery – the Council strives to provide good quality, efficient and effective 
services while reducing overall expenditure.
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(v) Equality and Diversity

There are no equality and diversity implications.

(vi) Other Human Rights

Any action undertaken by the Council, that could have an effect upon another 
person’s human rights, must be taken having regard to the principle of proportionality 
- the need to balance the rights of the individual with the rights of the community as a 
whole.

Any action taken by the Council which affect another's' rights must be no more 
onerous than is necessary in a democratic society.

The matter set out in this report must be considered in light of those obligations.

(vii) Health and Well-being Implications

Many of the Licensing regimes can affect the health and wellbeing of the service user 
in some way.

Background Papers

LGA guidance on locally set fees. 
http://www.local.gov.uk/documents/10180/6869714/L15- 
496+OpenForBusiness_02+FINAL.pdf

Scrap Metal Dealer Act 2013: guidance on licence fee charges: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/22945 
9/SMDA_2013_Fees_Guidance.pdf

Report Author: Graham Barker (Public Protection Manager)
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European Services Directive 

The European Union Services Directive -2006/123/EC (the Directive) was given effect in UK law via the 

Provision of Services Regulations 2009 (SI2009/2999). This Directive and the Regulations contain 

provisions about the fees which may be charged under relevant licensing regimes within the scope of the 

Directive. In particular, licensing authorities may not set fees that are dissuasive, and any fees must be 

reasonable and proportionate to the cost of the licensing process and the issuing of the licence. 

These provisions have been taken into account in setting the fees set out in this report. 

In addition, a recent judgment of the Supreme Court in a case involving Westminster City Council has 

provided further clarification of the type of costs which may be taken into account when setting fees, and 

when fees may be payable.  The judgment of the Supreme Court established a licensing regime may 

operate on the basis that an applicant must pay: 

 (i)  on making the application, the costs of the application process and, 

 (ii) on the application being successful, a further fee to cover the costs of the running and 

enforcement of the licensing regime. 

The council has following this decision reviewed the locally set licensing regime fees, for which the 

Directive relates so that they identify the costs for processing the application through to determination (Part 

A) and the cost for managing and administering of the licensing regime (Part B).  

Fee Setting Methodology  

Activity logs are produced for each type of licence – this log follows the application process and allots 

Officer time for each step.  Hourly pay rates are then used to create a baseline cost for processing an 

application.  Officers carried out a time monitoring exercise over a number of weeks to produce accurate 

timings for each step.   

The Fee Setting Summary Sheet sets out the activity log costs for each licence type in Column 2. 

NB It is necessary to calculate Officer’s hourly rates to get a cost for the application process detailed in the 

activity logs.  The method used is as follows:- 

  Hourly rate calculation: Annual Salary + oncosts + lump sum allowance (where applicable) 

                           Productive Hours(1183)* 

 

*52 week x 37 hours(7.4 hours per day x 5 days a week)  1924 

Less bank holiday entitlement 11 days          -81 

Less annual leave entitlement 27 days    - 200 

Less average annual sickness absence 3 days      -22  

         1621 

Assumed two hour per day is a reasonable amount of time to record as ‘non productive’, therefore annual 

productive hours  =  1621 x 73% (productive time)= 1183 

Eg For an Annual Salary plus oncosts of £30,000, the hourly rate = £25.36 per hour 

The methodology used to calculate the fees is summarised below and is based on actual time spent by 

Officers and associated costs of administering and operating the Licensing regime at full cost recovery.  

The fees take account of: 

 Administration costs associated with the initial application and fee handling; 

 Officer costs; 
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 Direct costs such as the cost of identification badges, plates and DVLA checks; 

 Support Services costs including Recharges, Overheads, IT maintenance, Professional advice and 

Advertising; 

 Administration and Management costs; and 

 Adjustments to take into account any surplus or deficit from the previous out-turn budgets. 

Therefore, Fee Setting Summary Sheet details all costs apportioned across all applicable licences; PART 

A Costs Columns 3 - 15 and  PART B Costs Columns 16 - 23. 

Surplus / Deficit 

The outurn from the 2018/19 Budget (the actual cost to the Council of the Licensing function) has produced 

a deficit across a small number of licence types. The Council is able to operate at full cost recovery, 

therefore this deficit is added to each effected licence. The previous years un-recovered deficit is also 

recovered. Any Surplus or Deficit is apportioned between Part A and Part B Costs  and is shown in 

Columns 24 - 26 of the Fee Setting Summary Sheet .  

Licence Fee or Application Fee and Grant Fee. 

For Licenses where the EU Services Directive applies, application and grant fees are shown in Column 27 

and 28. Licence Fees are shown in Column 31. 

Additional calculation to ensure there is no cross subsiding of licences:  

Each licence has a separate income code in the Licensing cost centre 059. All invoices / payments 

although coded to 059 have an additional code included in the narrative to show which licence it relates to. 
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APPLICATION 
Admin Officer

Enforcement 

Officer Team Leader Manager

Grant / 

Renewal
Variation

Received application form and Check application form and details 6.50 2.71£            2.71£             

Fee handling. Send invoice and/or receipt. 2.25 0.94£            0.94£             

Record created on computer system 3.90 1.63£            1.63£             

Consider application. Preparing inspection documents. Checking history/compliance. 45.00 20.51£          20.51£           

Travel to establishment (return) 30.00 13.68£          13.68£           

Assessment: On-site inspection / Risk assessment / Discussion with applicant on-site / Update computer system 90.00 10.00 47.94£          23.97£           

Post Committee / Delegated Decision 87.40£          63.43£           

Update database 10.00 4.17£            4.17£             

Follow-up letter to applicant with licence and conditions 15.00 6.84£            6.84£             

Licence produced 1.82 0.76£            0.76£             

Licence authorised and signed 1.50 1.22£            1.22£             

Fee handling. Send invoice and/or receipt. 2.25 0.94£            0.94£             

Licence posted or collected. 1.50 0.63£            0.63£             

File created and filed/stored 2.03 0.85£            0.85£             

Total Time 221.75  £          15.40  £          15.40 PART B

13.—(1) A local authority may charge such fees as it considers necessary for—

(a) the consideration of an application for the grant, renewal or variation of a licence including any inspection relating to that consideration, and for the grant, renewal or variation,

(b) the reasonable anticipated costs of consideration of a licence holder’s compliance with these Regulations and the licence conditions to which the licence holder is subject in circumstances other than those described in sub-

paragraph (a) including any inspection relating to that consideration,

(c) the reasonable anticipated costs of enforcement in relation to any licensable activity of an unlicensed operator, and

(d) the reasonable anticipated costs of compliance with regulation 29.

(2) The fee charged for the consideration of an application for the grant, renewal or variation of a licence and for any inspection relating to that consideration must not exceed the reasonable costs of that consideration and 

related inspection.

Animal Welfare (Licensing of Activities Involving Animals) 2018

PART A

Animal Welfare
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

A B C D E F G H I J

Officer Time (Time in decimal hours and minutes)

Task 01 PPM 02 TL 03 SLO 04 LO (cover) 05 BSO 06 TEHO 07 ADM TOTAL

1 Software FLARE 3,894.56£            

2 Mailshots Hackney Ranks 0.54 All Vels 0.54

RIAMS / IOL / SRS RIAMS - 25% of EH Administration Module + Licensing Module (Year 2 of a 3 year contract) 2,217.16£            

Sub-Total 6,111.72£         

01 PPM 02 CTL 03 SLO 04 LO (cover) 05 BSO 06 ADM 07 ADM

4
FEE SETTING Project 2019/20 (Apply across all 

re-chargeable Licenses) 2140 1,745.17£            

5
Pre-app enquiries / General enquiries. (per applic' 

type - GEB 0.5 min & ICR 1.5 min, SCY 4mins , KBN 

10 mins, PCN 4 min & ADM 8 mins) 621 1863 6209 6209 4967 4967 9935 16,209.55£          

6 TRAINING Budget 1,740.00£            

7
Time Monitoring (12 months) [1st April 19 - 31st 

March 2020]

Taxi Policy (est for 2019-20)
1280 920 1,310.68£            

Street Trading Consents Dedesignation 450 366.98£               

New Animal Welfare Licensing Regulations 300 900 617.75£               

Zoo Maintenance 4980 4,061.19£            

3211 3443 7129 6209 4967 Sub-Total 26,051.31£       

TOTAL 32,163.03£       

3
Subscriptions

ADDITIONAL COSTS
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Direct Expd.  taxi 

plates  x  no. of 

licence. Pre-paid 

Stickers. Tariff 

sheets

Direct 

expenditure i.e.  

driver badges 

Direct 

expenditure . All 

Licence Holders

IT Software Sub - scriptions Additional Admin 

Fee (Vehicles) 

Mid-Term Tests 

RECHARGES Direct Costs (Taxi 

Licenses 

apportioned)

Direct Costs - 

Fee Setting 

Project

 £            5,353.89  £               106.40  £               472.33  £              3,894.56  £               2,217.16 

Hackney 

Carriage RANKS

All re-chargeable Total £ recharge / 

total No of licence 

applications.

TAXI LICENSING 

POLICIES

647 All Vehicles All Drivers

HC Drivers & 

Props £475.52

 £                    -   

All Vehicles

No of Lic Apps: No of Lic Apps: No of Lic Apps:
No of Lic Apps: No of Lic Apps:

No sent: No Sent: No of Licence 

Apps: No of Lic Apps:
No of Lic Apps: No of Lic Apps:

No of Lic Apps:

Total No of 

recharge Apps:

292 236 1242 1242 1242 292 230 647 292 1242 543 647

Taxi & Private Hire Licences

Hackney Carriage Driver (1 Yr) 16 31.91£               0.45£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.54£             0.73£               -£                 2.71£               -£          44.72£                  4.83£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Hackney Carriage Driver (3 Yr) 4 31.91£               0.45£               0.38£               9.41£                1.79£                  0.54£             0.73£               -£                 2.71£               -£          7.00£         44.72£                  12.34£               2.41£               2.70£             

Hackney Carriage Driver - Renewal (1 Yr) 55 12.86£               0.45£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.54£             0.73£               -£                 2.71£               -£          44.72£                  3.75£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Hackney Carriage Driver - Renewal (3 Yr) 21 12.86£               0.45£               0.38£               9.41£                1.79£                  0.54£             0.73£               -£                 2.71£               -£          7.00£         44.72£                  11.25£               2.41£               2.70£             

Private Hire Driver (1 Yr) 28 31.91£               0.45£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               -£                 2.71£               1.16£        44.72£                  4.83£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Private Hire Driver (3 Yr) 8 31.91£               0.45£               0.38£               9.41£                5.36£                  0.73£               -£                 2.71£               1.16£        7.00£         44.72£                  12.34£               2.41£               2.70£             

Private Hire Driver -  Renewal (1 Yr) 83 12.86£               0.45£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               -£                 2.71£               1.16£        44.72£                  3.75£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Private Hire Driver - Renewal (3 Yr) 23 12.86£               0.45£               0.38£               9.41£                5.36£                  0.73£               -£                 2.71£               1.16£        7.00£         44.72£                  11.25£               2.41£               2.70£             

Driver Dual Licence - New (1 Yr) 1 38.37£               0.45£               0.38£               9.41£                1.79£                  0.73£               -£                 2.71£               1.16£        44.72£                  4.83£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Driver Dual Licence - New (3 Yr) 0 38.37£               0.45£               0.38£               9.41£                5.36£                  0.73£               -£                 2.71£               1.16£        7.00£         44.72£                  12.34£               2.41£               2.70£             

Driver Dual Licence - Renewal Only (1 Yr) 12 28.46£               0.45£               0.38£               9.41£                1.79£                  0.73£               -£                 2.71£               1.16£        44.72£                  8.40£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Driver Dual Licence  - Renewal Only (3 Yr) 13 28.46£               0.45£               0.38£               9.41£                5.36£                  0.73£               -£                 2.71£               1.16£        7.00£         44.72£                  25.21£               2.41£               2.70£             

Hackney Carriage Vehicle (New & Renewal) 135 8.08£                 19.00£             0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.54£             0.54£             0.73£               5.55£               3.35£               1.30£        44.72£                  3.00£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Private Hire Vehicle (New & Renewal) 181 8.08£                 19.00£             0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.54£             0.54£             0.73£               2.42£               3.35£               1.77£        44.72£                  3.00£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Private Hire Operator NEW (1 Yr) 2 21.54£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.54£             0.73£               44.72£                  3.65£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Private Hire Operator RENEWAL (1 Yr) 4 17.27£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.54£             0.73£               44.72£                  3.65£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Private Hire Operator NEW / RENEWAL (5 Yr) 1 17.27£               0.38£               15.68£              8.93£                  0.54£             0.73£               44.72£                  3.65£                 2.41£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL (NON-FOOD) 0 46.43£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  13.19£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL (FOOD - Registered 

with Barrow BC))
2 64.68£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  13.19£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL (FOOD - Registered 

outside Barrow BC)
64.68£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  67.94£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) MOBILE (NON-FOOD) 0 60.30£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  13.19£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) MOBILE (FOOD Registered 

with BBC)
4 78.55£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  13.19£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) MOBILE (FOOD Registered 

outside BBC)
78.55£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  67.94£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (New & Renewal) ANNUAL 

(NON-FOOD)
62.61£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  493.19£             2.70£             

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (New & Renewal) ANNUAL 

(FOOD - Registered with Barrow BC))
80.86£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  493.19£             2.70£             

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL TOWN CENTRE 

(FOOD - Registered outside Barrow BC)
80.86£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  547.94£             2.70£             

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE / EVENTS (Non-Food) 9 41.81£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  18.19£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE / EVENTS (Food - Registered 

with Barrow BC)
60.06£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  18.19£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE / EVENTS (Food - Registered 

outside Barrow BC)
60.06£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  72.94£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE / EVENTS (Existing Barrow BC 

Consent Holders)
27.94£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               -£                      13.19£               2.70£             

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (Markets) Upto 10 Stalls 0 110.92£             0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  910.69£             2.70£             

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (Markets) Upto 15 Stalls 0 110.92£             0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  1,359.44£          2.70£             

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (Markets) Upto 20 Stalls 0 110.92£             0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  1,808.19£          2.70£             

Sex Establishments

Sex establishments (New) 0 88.04£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  13.19£               2.70£             

Sex establishments (Renewal) 0 70.00£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  13.19£               2.70£             

Boats & Boatmen

Pleasure boats 3 69.55£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  9.02£                 2.70£             

Boatmen 5 38.95£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  9.82£                 2.70£             

Animal Welfare

Selling Animals as Pets (an additional VETs fee may be payable) 4 87.40£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  15.40£               2.70£             

Provision of Boarding for Cats or Dogs (an additional VETs fee may be 

payable)
2 87.40£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  15.40£               2.70£             

Provision of Home Boarding for Dogs (an additional VETs fee may be 

payable)
3 87.40£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  15.40£               2.70£             

Provision of Day Care for Dogs (an additional VETs fee may be payable) 87.40£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  15.40£               2.70£             

Hiring Out Horses (an additional VETs fee may be payable) 1 87.40£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  15.40£               2.70£             

Breeding Dogs (an additional VETs fee may be payable) 1 87.40£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  15.40£               2.70£             

Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (an additional VETs fee may 

be payable)
87.40£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  15.40£               2.70£             

Variation Application for above. 63.43£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  15.40£               2.70£             

Dangerous Wild Animals (an additional VETs fee may be payable) 0 110.12£             0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  14.46£               2.70£             

Scrap Metal 0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               2.70£             

Scrap Metal dealers (Premises) 3 72.31£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  12.90£               2.70£             

Scrap Metal dealers (Collectors) 2 33.64£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  8.73£                 2.70£             

Scrap Metal dealers (Variation) 0 5.28£                 0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  12.90£               2.70£             

Skin Treatments

Skin (Person) 10 14.46£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  2.70£             

Skin (Premises) 11 14.46£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  2.70£             

Zoo

Zoo (Dis-Application of the Act) (additional Defra Inspectors / 

Inspections Fees )
0 70.60£               0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  8.31£                 2.70£             

Zoo (New) (additional Defra Inspectors / Inspections Fees ) 0 5,195.33£          0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  149.01£             2.70£             

Zoo (Renewal)  (additional Defra Inspectors / Inspections Fees ) 0 5,195.33£          0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  149.01£             2.70£             

Zoo (Transfer)  (additional Defra Inspectors / Inspections Fees ) 0 1,135.98£          0.38£               3.14£                1.79£                  0.73£               44.72£                  48.24£               2.70£             

Maintenance Fee only (no Part A or B)
Est.Cost of 

Service 

(2019/20)

Zoo Maintenance 1 75.90£               0.38£               3.14£                0.73£               7,015.39£          2.70£             

Fees for 2019/20

Type of Licence

Est. yearly 

average no. of 

applications 

received last 3 

years (2016/17 

to 2018/19) Total 

No of recharge 

Apps:

Additional Admin 

Fee (Drivers) 
Replacement 

Badge / Licence / 

Change of Address 

/ Dual Badge 

Conversions.  

(Vehicles) 
Replacement 

Licence / Change of 

Address / Transfers 

/ Change of Vehicle 

/ Replacement 

Plates. 

8

Additional costs Consultations 

and Mailshots

Vehicle Policy 

Consult'n

Advertising Costs
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PART A

Activity / Process 

Log per licence  

PART A

Activity / Process 

Log per licence  

PART B
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Taxi & Private Hire Licences

Hackney Carriage Driver (1 Yr)

Hackney Carriage Driver (3 Yr)

Hackney Carriage Driver - Renewal (1 Yr)

Hackney Carriage Driver - Renewal (3 Yr)

Private Hire Driver (1 Yr)

Private Hire Driver (3 Yr)

Private Hire Driver -  Renewal (1 Yr)

Private Hire Driver - Renewal (3 Yr)

Driver Dual Licence - New (1 Yr)

Driver Dual Licence - New (3 Yr)

Driver Dual Licence - Renewal Only (1 Yr)

Driver Dual Licence  - Renewal Only (3 Yr)

Hackney Carriage Vehicle (New & Renewal)

Private Hire Vehicle (New & Renewal)

Private Hire Operator NEW (1 Yr)

Private Hire Operator RENEWAL (1 Yr)

Private Hire Operator NEW / RENEWAL (5 Yr)

Street Trading Consents

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL (NON-FOOD)

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL (FOOD - Registered 

with Barrow BC))

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL (FOOD - Registered 

outside Barrow BC)

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) MOBILE (NON-FOOD)

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) MOBILE (FOOD Registered 

with BBC)

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) MOBILE (FOOD Registered 

outside BBC)

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (New & Renewal) ANNUAL 

(NON-FOOD)

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (New & Renewal) ANNUAL 

(FOOD - Registered with Barrow BC))

Street Trading Consents (New & Renewal) ANNUAL TOWN CENTRE 

(FOOD - Registered outside Barrow BC)

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE / EVENTS (Non-Food)

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE / EVENTS (Food - Registered 

with Barrow BC)

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE / EVENTS (Food - Registered 

outside Barrow BC)

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE / EVENTS (Existing Barrow BC 

Consent Holders)

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (Markets) Upto 10 Stalls

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (Markets) Upto 15 Stalls

Street Trading Consents TOWN CENTRE (Markets) Upto 20 Stalls

Sex Establishments

Sex establishments (New)

Sex establishments (Renewal)

Boats & Boatmen

Pleasure boats

Boatmen

Animal Welfare

Selling Animals as Pets (an additional VETs fee may be payable)

Provision of Boarding for Cats or Dogs (an additional VETs fee may be 

payable)

Provision of Home Boarding for Dogs (an additional VETs fee may be 

payable)

Provision of Day Care for Dogs (an additional VETs fee may be payable)

Hiring Out Horses (an additional VETs fee may be payable)

Breeding Dogs (an additional VETs fee may be payable)

Keeping or Training Animals for Exhibition (an additional VETs fee may 

be payable)

Variation Application for above.

Dangerous Wild Animals (an additional VETs fee may be payable)

Scrap Metal

Scrap Metal dealers (Premises)

Scrap Metal dealers (Collectors)

Scrap Metal dealers (Variation)

Skin Treatments

Skin (Person)

Skin (Premises)

Zoo

Zoo (Dis-Application of the Act) (additional Defra Inspectors / 

Inspections Fees )

Zoo (New) (additional Defra Inspectors / Inspections Fees )

Zoo (Renewal)  (additional Defra Inspectors / Inspections Fees )

Zoo (Transfer)  (additional Defra Inspectors / Inspections Fees )

Zoo Maintenance

Fees for 2019/20

Type of Licence

19 20 21 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Direct Costs (All 

Street Trading 

Consents)

Direct staff 

costs per 

licence 

application

PROFESSIONAL FEES

APPLICATION FEE GRANT FEE

Current Licence Fees Total licence fee per 

unit
Licence Fee 

(Rounded) £

De-designation Zoo 

Maintenance 

only

ALL TAXI 

LICENSING

No of Lic Apps: No of Lic Apps: No of Lic Apps:
Total No of 

recharge 

No of Lic 

Apps:
No of Lic Apps:

15 1242 12 1242 543 1242

1.40£             13.05£     2.41£          9.34£                            86.37£              36.15£              73.72£                     139£                     58£                     178.00£                  197.00£                197£                      

4.20£             26.11£     2.41£          9.34£                            99.64£              59.51£              147.43£                   192£                     116£                   257.00£                  307.58£                309£                      

1.40£             13.05£     2.41£          9.34£                            67.32£              35.07£              73.72£                     116£                     60£                     157.00£                  176.11£                177£                      

4.20£             26.11£     2.41£          9.34£                            80.60£              58.43£              147.43£                   166£                     120£                   235.00£                  286.46£                289£                      

1.40£             13.05£     2.41£          9.34£                            86.99£              36.15£              73.72£                     139£                     58£                     178.00£                  196.86£                197£                      

4.20£             26.11£     2.41£          9.34£                            103.83£            59.51£              147.43£                   198£                     113£                   257.00£                  310.78£                309£                      

1.40£             13.05£     2.41£          9.34£                            67.95£              35.07£              73.72£                     117£                     60£                     157.00£                  176.73£                177£                      

4.20£             26.11£     2.41£          9.34£                            84.79£              58.43£              147.43£                   172£                     119£                   235.00£                  290.65£                289£                      

1.40£             13.05£     2.41£          9.34£                            99.73£              36.15£              73.72£                     154£                     56£                     187.00£                  209.60£                210£                      

4.20£             39.16£     2.41£          9.34£                            110.30£            72.56£              147.43£                   199£                     131£                   304.00£                  330.30£                331£                      

1.40£             13.05£     2.41£          9.34£                            89.82£              39.72£              73.72£                     141£                     62£                     181.00£                  203.26£                204£                      

4.20£             39.16£     2.41£          9.34£                            100.39£            85.44£              147.43£                   180£                     153£                   298.00£                  333.26£                334£                      

1.40£             13.05£     2.41£          9.34£                            89.11£              34.32£              65.44£                     136£                     53£                     157.00£                  188.87£                189£                      

1.40£             13.05£     2.41£          9.34£                            86.46£              34.32£              46.66£                     120£                     48£                     141.00£                  167.44£                168£                      

1.40£             13.05£     2.41£          9.34£                            72.84£              34.97£              206.27£                   212£                     102£                   239.00£                  314.09£                312£                      

1.40£             13.05£     2.41£          9.34£                            68.57£              34.97£              206.27£                   205£                     105£                   239.00£                  309.81£                312£                      

1.40£             39.16£     2.41£          9.34£                            88.25£              61.08£              404.61£                   327£                     227£                   427.00£                  553.94£                554£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            97.19£              64.14£              41.19£                     123£                     80£                     202.52£                203£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            115.44£            64.14£              41.19£                     141£                     80£                     462.00£                  220.77£                221£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            115.44£            118.89£            41.19£                     142£                     134£                   462.00£                  275.52£                276£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            111.06£            64.14£              41.19£                     138£                     78£                     216.39£                217£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            129.31£            64.14£              41.19£                     157£                     78£                     309.00£                  234.64£                235£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            129.31£            118.89£            41.19£                     157£                     134£                   309.00£                  290.39£                291£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            113.37£            544.14£            41.19£                     120£                     578£                   698.70£                699£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            131.62£            544.14£            41.19£                     140£                     577£                   716.95£                717£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            131.62£            598.89£            41.19£                     140£                     632£                   771.70£                772£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            92.57£              69.14£              41.19£                     116£                     86£                     293.00£                  201.90£                202£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            110.82£            69.14£              41.19£                     136£                     85£                     293.00£                  221.15£                222£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            110.82£            123.89£            41.19£                     136£                     140£                   293.00£                  275.90£                276£                      

12.23£                 -£               13.05£     -£                              33.98£              41.17£              41.19£                     53£                       64£                     293.00£                  116.33£                117£                      

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            161.68£            961.64£            41.19£                     166£                     999£                   1,680.00£               1,164.50£             1,165£                   

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            161.68£            1,410.39£         41.19£                     166£                     1,447£                1,680.00£               1,613.25£             1,614£                   

24.47£                 1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            161.68£            1,859.14£         41.19£                     166£                     1,896£                1,680.00£               2,062.00£             2,062£                   

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            138.80£            39.68£              150.93£                   258£                     71£                     157.00£                  329£                     330£                      

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            120.76£            39.68£              150.93£                   240£                     71£                     138.00£                  311£                     312£                      

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            120.31£            35.51£              53.96£                     160£                     50£                     223.00£                  210£                     209£                      

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            89.71£              36.31£              53.96£                     130£                     50£                     198.00£                  180£                     178£                      

1.40£             51.48£                        13.05£     9.34£                            138.17£            93.37£              29.49£                     156£                     105£                   286.00£                  261.03£                262£                      

1.40£             51.48£                        13.05£     9.34£                            138.17£            93.37£              29.49£                     156£                     105£                   159.00£                  261.03£                262£                      

1.40£             51.48£                        13.05£     9.34£                            138.17£            93.37£              29.49£                     156£                     105£                   132.00£                  261.03£                262£                      

1.40£             51.48£                        13.05£     9.34£                            138.17£            93.37£              29.49£                     156£                     105£                   261.03£                262£                      

1.40£             51.48£                        13.05£     9.34£                            138.17£            93.37£              29.49£                     156£                     105£                   260.00£                  261.03£                262£                      

1.40£             51.48£                        13.05£     9.34£                            138.17£            93.37£              29.49£                     156£                     105£                   231.00£                  261.03£                262£                      

1.40£             51.48£                        13.05£     9.34£                            138.17£            93.37£              29.49£                     156£                     105£                   261.03£                262£                      

1.40£             51.48£                        13.05£     9.34£                            114.19£            93.37£              114£                     93£                     207.57£                208£                      

1.40£             51.48£                        13.05£     9.34£                            160.88£            92.43£              -£                        161£                     92£                     200.00£                  253.31£                255£                      

1.40£             

1.40£             26.11£     9.34£                            123.07£            52.45£              152.35£                   230£                     98£                     261.00£                  327.87£                328£                      

1.40£             26.11£     9.34£                            84.40£              48.28£              152.35£                   181£                     104£                   315.00£                  285.03£                286£                      

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            56.04£              39.39£              56£                       39£                     142.00£                  95.43£                  96£                        

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            65.22£              26.49£              124.49£                   156£                     60£                     158.00£                  216.20£                217£                      

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            65.22£              26.49£              112.82£                   144£                     60£                     185.00£                  204.53£                205£                      

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            121.36£            34.80£              -£                        121£                     35£                     150.00£                  156.17£                157£                      

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            5,246.09£         175.50£            -£                        5,246£                  176£                   24,170.00£             5,421.59£             5,422£                   

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            5,246.09£         175.50£            -£                        5,246£                  176£                   24,170.00£             5,421.59£             5,422£                   

1.40£             13.05£     9.34£                            1,186.74£         74.73£              -£                        1,187£                  75£                     1,474.00£               1,261.47£             1,262£                   

0.17£             4,061.19£    9.34£                            80.15£              11,088.79£       4,984.61-£                44£                       6,140£                6,184.32£              £                   6,185.00 

PART B

Pre-app 

enquires / 

General 

enquires

External Professional  

Recharges apportioned 

across all Licence types.

Sub Total Part B

Adjustments. 

Surplus / Deficit 

from 2018/19 and 

Recovery of 

Outstanding Balance

Sub Total Part A

*Fee NOT Subject to 

the European Services 

Directive

Total Part A (inc % 

Surplus / Defict 

Adjustment)

Total Part B (inc % 

Surplus / Defict 

Adjustment)

22

Training

Administration & ManagementNew Animal Welfare 

Regulations - 

Implementation
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  Part 1

LICENSING REGULATORY COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting: 7th November 2019

Reporting Officer:  Public Protection Manager    

(D)

Title: Licensing Delegated Decisions (September  2019)

Summary and Conclusions: 

This report summarises the decisions made under Part 3(2), Section I of the 
Constitution, Scheme of Delegations to Officers with regard to the Councils 
Licensing functions.

Recommendations: 

That members consider the summary of decisions.

Report

At its meeting of the 5th September 2019, Members requested a monthly 
report of the Public Protection Managers delegated decisions.

Below is a summary of the delegated decisions made between 5th September 
2019 and 3rd October 2019 and include those already reviewed by the Interim 
Assistant Director (Regeneration and Built Environment), Principal Legal 
Officer and the Chair of Licensing Regulatory Committee. 

Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Drivers Licences
(Granted / Renewed): 7

Suspended  (Licence Expired): 3
Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle Licences (Granted / 
Renewed inc’ Change of Vehicles and Transfers): 14

Suspended (Missed Vehicle Test): 7
Suspended (Licence Expired): 3
House to House / Pub to Pub Collections & Street Collections Permits 
(Granted): 4

Registered Lottery (Granted): 1
Provision of Home Boarding for Dogs (Granted): 1
Skin Treatment (Personal) (Registered): 1
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Personal Licence (Alcohol) (Granted): 4
Temporary Event Notices (Licensing Act 2003) (Acknowledged): 2

Considerations

(i) Legal Implications

There is a need to ensure that the policies and procedures for determining 
licences consistent and fair to avoid legal challenge. The decision must be 
taken in the interests of public safety and should be fair, reasonable, 
proportionate and in accordance with human rights and natural justice 
principles.

In particular, Sections 51(1) and 59(1) of the Local Government (Misc. 
Provisions) Act 1976 provides that the Council must assess whether 
individuals’ are suitable persons to hold a drivers’ licence be it hackney 
carriage or private hire.  

(ii) Risk Assessment

If the Council does not fulfil its licensing duties, it may be exposed to legal 
challenges.

(iii) Financial Implications

If a successful legal challenge is made against the Council, costs and  
compensation might be payable.

(iv) Health and Safety Implications

The recommendation has no implications.

(v) Equality and Diversity

The recommendation has no detrimental impact on service users showing any 
of the protected characteristics under current Equalities legislation.

(vi) Health and Well-being Implications

The recommendation has no adverse effect on the Health and Wellbeing of 
users of this service.

Background Papers

Report Author: Graham Barker (Public Protection Manager)
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